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FOREWORD

The title of this report may be gloomy in its suggestion that
opportunities to pursue careers of college and university research,
teaching, and service are becoming increasingly limited. The
opening chapter presents evidence that this is indeed the case, while
subsequent chapters examine responses which may be considered
by educational administrators in their efforts to cope with the
expected over-expansion of academic manpower in relation to the
number of positions which are available. Responses include action
for effectiveness in utilization of faculty under so-called steady-
state conditions as well as steps toward improved adaptation of
graduate educational programs. which are the primary source of
academic manpower.

This, focus on the closing system of academic employment
centers largely on decisions to be made on the individual college or
university campus. To view the alternatives in the largercontext of
the changing patterns of higher education, readers may refer to one
of the companion publications in this SREB 30th anniversary series,
The South's Commitment to 1-figher.Ecivcation: Progress and Pros-
pects by John K. Folger. That review of recent educational history
indicates that the Southern states, in their race to catch up with the
nation, have experienced a tenfold increase in production of doc-
torates in the last three decades, while completions of bachelor's
degrees advanced only one-and-a-half times.

Although shortages of doctorates may still be evident in some
academic fields and among some categories of our citizens, we are
now at a crossroads. Can and should we assimilate an increasing
output of doctorates through widespread upgrading of preparation
levels in elementary, secondary and two-year postsecondary educa-
tion as well as in some non-academic areas? Can and should we
pursue a policy of systematic retrenchment where proliferation of
graduate education is manifest? Or as would appear likely, can
and should we plan both for occupational upgrading and for selec-
tive retrenchment?

The Board is grateful to the authors of this report for the contri-
bution each has made to our understanding of this important topic:
Cameron Fincher, Director, Institute of Higher Education, the
University of Georgia ; W. Todd Furniss, Director, Office of
Academic Affairs, American Council on Education; James R.
Mingle, Research Associate, SREB; and David S. Spence, Research
Associate, SREB.

Winfred L. Godwin
President
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CHAPTER ONE

DEMAND FOR NEW FACULTY

IN THE SOUTH,

1976 1986

DAVID S. SPENCE

With leveling enrollments in the 1970s serving as an early
warning of enrollment declines in the 1980s. a major problem
which emerges is the declining demand for new faculty. Projection
of substantial surpluses of potential faculty has significant conse-
quences for graduate programs that prepare faculty, for manage-
_ment of institutions, and for state planning agencies.

During the decade of the 1960s, the average annual number of
positions open for new faculty in the United States numbered about
38,000, approximately 14,000 of which were filled by new recipir
ents of the doctorate. By the 1970s, due to enrollment stabilization
and cutbacks in research funds, demand slowed to an average of
less than 21,000 positions annually, approximately 11,000 of them
for new doctorates.

Most projections for the 1980s indicate a total demand for new
faculty of less than 7,000 positions per ,,,ear, with demand for new
Ph.D.'s dropping to less than 5,000. These changes amount to a
decrease of 44 percent from the 1960s to the 1970s, and a 67 percent
drop from the 1970s through the 1980s, Meanwhile, the annual
supply of doctorates may be larger by as much as 20 perce9t.by
1986 in the United States)

his chapter has two purposes, first to provide projections of
faculty demand for ;h4;- SREB region and, second, to describe the
characteristic', of faculty as we enter the 1980s.



DEMAND PROJECTIONS FOR THE SOUTH
THROUGH 1986

The projections provide an approximate baseline to which
decision makers may look t..) help gaugeways of correcting current
trends. Also, by highlighting the kind of assumptions made, the
projections provide a point of departure from which decision
makers can produce estimates, using alternate assumptions.

In projecting the demand for new faculty, two kinds of demand
are consiciered the total number of new faculty needed and the
number needed who have recently earned a doctorate. -New
faculty" does not include those faculty who move between institu-
tions_ Major attention is'given to demand-for new Ph.D.'s who will
enter the job market directly from gracluate schools. Thus,
impending supply-demand imbalances between doctoral output
and the need for new faculty are highlighted.

Three sets of demand projections for the South are presented,
providing upper limits and lower limits as well as an intermediate
alternative (Tables 1, 2 and 3 and Figures 1 and 2). Details on
assumptions about enrollment trends, replacement factors and
other variables are presented in the-Appendix.

PROJECTED SUPPLY OF NEW DOCTORATES

The National Center for Education Statistics (NOES) projects
that the number of doctorates will rise steadily from the 34,000
degrees awarded annually in the United States in 1976 to 42,000
doctorates by 1986.2 The production of doctoral degrees in the
South is projected by SREB to keep slightly ahead of the national
pace and increase from about 7,500 in 1976 to more than 10,000 by
1986. In percentage terms, this represents a 36 percent increase for
the South, compared to a 23 percent increase for the United States.

Before comparing the supply projections to the demand estimates
for new faculty with the doctorate, one adjustment is made con-
c&-ning doctorates in the fields of education. According to the
NOES, over Half of the additional degrees projected for each of the
next nine years are in the various education fields. By the year-
1986, doctorates in all fields of education are expected to compose
up to a third of the total doctorates awarded. In the South, educa-
tion doctorates are projected to increase by 46 percent; all other
doctorates by 32 percent. The steadily increasing part that these
doctorates are playing in the total picture in each year as 1986
aproaches suggests that an adjustment be made before comparing
total supply of doctorates to demand. The adjustment would reflect

(continued on page 8)



TABLE 1

Demand for New FrE Faculty in the South (instructor and Above)

Estimated 1976-77, Projected 1978-86

(High ries)

ball

Total Faculty

Needed

Demand for New

Demand for 4 Faculty vv ,h

Growth Need Replacement Need New Faculty Recent Doctorate

1975 139,278

1976 139,537 259 6,268

1977 147,917 7,480 6,279

1978 151,176 4,161 6,616

1979 155,1QQ 3,922 6,8Q3

1.98Q 159,329 4,229 6,980

1981 161,596 . 2,267 7,170

1962 163,305 1.709 7,272

1983 164,450 1,145, 7,319

1984 164,451 1 7,40Q

1985 164,160 (291) 7,400

1986 .163,574 (586) 7,387

6,527

13,759

10,777

10,725

11,209

9A37

8,981

8,494

7,401

7,109

6,801

3,720

7,980

6.358

6,435

6,837

5,851

5,658

5,436

4,811

4,692

4,557

Assumptions (See Appendix for detail):

1. NCH high projections of PT faculty in US: South's share of FFE faculty based on 27J percent share estimated for 1975, which

is adjusted evenly each year by an increasing share of the nation's FT E enrollment lop one percent from 1175.86); the 5(311114S

difference in Student faculty ratio remains the same through 1986

2, Replacement rate of 4,5 percent of total faculty in previous year

3: Demand for new Faculty with a doctorate 44154 pircent of total new faculty demanded increases one percent per year from a base

of 57 percent in 1976:



TABLE 2

Demand for New FIE Faculty in the South (Instructor and Above)

'Estimated 1976-77, Projected 1978-86

(Low Series)

Total Faculty

fall deeded Growth Need

1975 139,278

1976 139,537 259

1977 142,290 2,753

1978 142,520 230

1079 143,310 790

1980 143,540 230

1981 142,186 (1,354)

1982 140,280 (1,906)

1983 137,826 (2,454)

:784 135,108 (2,718)

1985 131,575 (3,533)

1986 128,616 (L959)

Replacement Need

Demand for New

Demand for Faculty with a

New Faculty Recent Doctorate

Aisoptions (See Appendix fur deit

4,875

4,884

4,980

4,988

5,016

5,024

4,977

4,910

4,824

4,729

4,605

5,134 2,926

7,637 4,353

5,210 2,970

5,778 3,293

5,247 2,991

3,670 2,092

3,071 1,750

2,456 1,400

2,106 1,200

1,196 682

1,646 938

.NCER low projections of FTE faculty in LlS,; South's sitafe of FIE faculty based on 27,8 percent
share estimated for 1975 and

aclioted each year by an increasing student.facult? ratio (tip 9 Nicol from 197o 86) and an increasing share of the nation's RE

enrollment (tip one percent from 197516),

2 Replacement rd(t of 3:5 percent of total faculty in previous year,

3. Ikniand for new fatolty tth doctorate based on 57 Fiord of lobl new faculty demanded applied to eachyedr,

t ! r



TABLE3

Demand for New FfE Faculty (Instructor and Above).

Estimated 197647 Projected 1978.86

(Intermediate Series)

Veriand for New

Total Faculty Demand for Facifity with

Recent DotorateFall Needed Growth Need Replacement Net New Faculty

1975 139,278

1976 139,537 259 6,268 6527

1977 145,1 14 5,567 6,279 11,846

1978 147,296 2,192 &530 8,722

1979 149,520 2224 &628 8,852

1980 151 757 2,237 6,728 8,965

1951 153,152 1,395 6,829 L224

1982 153,414 %= 262 6,892 7,154

1983 152,816 (598) 6,904 6,306

1984 152,781 (35 6,577 6,842

1985 151,879 (902) 6,675 5,973

1986 150,679 (1,200) 6,835 5,635

3,720

6,870

5,146

5.311

5,40

5,C

4,507

4,03b

4,417

3,942

3,775

Asompt ions (See Appendix for detail):

I, NCES intermediate projections of FIE fdEulty 1.1,S,; 50[1111'$ $hart of FrE fatuity based on gi.3 percent .flare estirnateti for

1975, which is Awed evenly ea4 year by an increa5ing share of the natiop's RE enrollment top'one percent from 14861; the

Soliffi=1),S, difference in *dent faculty rallorernains the same through19$6.
\

gerlgeinent rate 01 4.5 percent of total faculty in previous year,

3, Demand for new faculty with a doctorate as a percent '01 total ow faculty demanded increoes perce. per year from)

Ui
of 57percent in 1976.

9



FIGURE 1

Demand for New Faculty,
Estimated 1976-77, Projected 1978-86

High, Intermediate, Low Series

75 76 77 78 79 SO

Source: Tables L 2 and 3



FIGURE 2

Demand for New Faculty with a Recent Doctorate
, Estimated 1976-77, Projected 1978-86

High, Intermediate, Low Series
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(continued from page 2)
the fact that by and 1, ge,:doctorate-hc;Iders in education, whether
Ph.D. or Ed.D., 7do not become faculty members in higher
education. Moslyee rn''.e%dministrators in postsecondary, second
ary, or elementary institutions, or in management of coordinating
agencies. In thislight, it is appropriate that projected doctorates in
education b-e subtracted from the totals.

SUPPLYAND DEMAND COMPARISONS
..

With the High Projections .

Comparing_ these regional projections of Ph.D.'s in all non-
educational fields with the high projections of demand for new
Ph.b.-jeVel faculty shows oversupplies of doctorates in each year
after 1980, as demand starts to taper off and supply continues to
rise slowly. 13y,1982, the surplus of supply over demand may be
more than 16 percent of supply; for 1986, the excess grows to over
36 percent of supply. From 1981\to 1986, the surplus averages
"aakt.4,000 new Ph.D.'s annually, \which is a 30 percent surplus.

These comparisons would not bd. so alarming it first glance
except that they are based o what are, conceived as the highest

'likely projections of 'demand. Moreover, regional projections do
not take into 'account the certainty that some proportion of demand
will be met by supplies of .doctorates from outside the region,
which tilts the picture even more. This last condition may prove
especially' trying to the South's supply-demand situation because
new Ph.D.'s from all over the country perceive the South to be the
last growing frontier for higher educatio ,. The same cannot be said
for new Phyla's from the South: as the look to the rest of the
cegions in the United States.fof jobs in -hie ereducation, since other
regions generally already have a severe sd plus of doctorates.

With the Low ProjeCtions

The low pro Actions indicate bounds below wh,ich it is unlikely
that the dernarMor new faculty w llgc looking at the demand for
new faculty with recent doctorptes, the low projections show a
decrease of 68 percent from 1976'to 1986.

Comparing,the low series of projections of the demand for new
doctoral-level faculty with the supply DE' doctorates projected to be
available through 1986 indicates large surpluses of doctorates in the
South. Even with education doctorates omitted, the surplus will be
up to 44 percent per year from 1976 to 1980 and 80 percent for each
year from 1981 throUgh 19861,



With the IntOtinkdi2te Projections
The intermediate projections of demand for doctoral-level

faculty skiow aniniai surpluses of 1311.13. supply over demand in 4he
South t© average nearly 700 from 1976 to 198C and.2,600 horn 1981

_ 1986. In percentage terms, these surpluses average 10 percent of
total supply in tie earlier period and 38 percent in the later years.
The inclination A f the a-verage unbiased observer will generally be
to consider tiis the most likely projection.

CON5EQUEPC1S OF DEC LINIVG DEMA ND ON
CHAKACTERISICS CF FACULTY

As a result tnf tie decreasing demand for new faculty, the
characters ies of faculty in Higher' education promise to change
over the nex t decade. Seine- of these chancing characteristics, such
as salaries, are considered in the i5ippendbc as primary parts of the
process tiat determines how many new.faculty will be demanded. .

Other elements oaf tte faculty profile that may change from
actions which adirnirikr:ators and faculty may take in'responding to
the declining der Land.

First, as the hirinl of new: young, junior ,fac-ulty clecreasei; we
may expect the age distribytion of em ployed faculty to rise,. The
average age of faculty will be higher. With the rapid expansion of
the teaching faculty in. the mid-3.96t3s, the age distribution was
skewed tdaword Ghe gouger end, with the median age dropping to
40.3 By 1986% as fewer young faculty are hired, the median age will
be over-45, It cokild go Lip as high as 49 by 1990, if present policies
foe prop-aotion, tenure and retirement hold and the outrnigration
rate of senior faculty remains unchanged.

A second expected change will be for faculty to have less mobility
among institutions. During the rapid enrollment growth of the
19605, one otAt of every 12 faculty with the doctorate changed insti-
tutions each year. But betv;rten 1968 end 1972, as enrollment
growth slowed ciown, .rnobility decreased by over 60 percent to a
point where 4r11}1 onk out of every 70`facUlty changed institutions.4
As supply outtpaRes ,clerriand, instittitions bid less frequently for the
senior faeultY tYf other institutions since they can hire quality
faculty_faj lesser ,tosrlfroin the large supplies of new Ph.D.'s.

A third expected change resit 114 from the decreased demand fol;
new faculty:is a con tinned drop tnk, dative salaries of faculty.

-Because of rriorg exact tenure promotion and salary schedules,
acadernicz-saPriez--aye-rrot as flexible asthey-are in -business,eir-
industry. Tr4ditianal wage theory suggests that acaderric salaries,
relati-ve tiZ) salaries no other employment sectors of the economy,
will lagiainid.-



Relative salaries may declinethrough the 1980s, as faculty can be
hired for comparatively less, owing to their greater supply in rela-
tion to demand. Since 1970, when the supply started to outstrip
demand for faculty, the income of faculty compared to other pro-
fessionals started-to drop In turn, the decline in relative salaries
may lead to the following consequences, each of which will bave
effects on the supply and demand balance:

a) A net outflow of senior faculty to other employment sectors
(this may create more openings for junior faculty to be hired) ;

b) A larger proportion of new doctorates seeking initial employ-
ment in non-academic sectors of the economy;

c) Less graduate enrollment, as the value of the investment in
graduate education drops with the decline in sararies.

A related effect will be' the continued decrease in the differences
in salary between- junior and senior faculty. During, growth
periods, there is much bidding for senior faculty, and salaries are
raised as an inducement for them to transfer. Also, during growth,
there are fewer senior -faculty compared-to younger faculty. But in
more stable periods, these trendS are reversed. There is less bidding
for senior faculty, and experienced faculty become a larger propor-
tion of the total as fewer young Members are hired./ The differential
between. ranks has decreased since 1970, when supply started to
exceed dernand.6r.

Along with and in some cases, because of the three basic trends
just mentioned, there are other events that appear as likely
consequences of the situation in which the supply of doctorates
available for faculty positions is greater than the demand for them.
We may expect a continuation of the trend toward more faculty
with tenure. This is largely due to the shift upward in the age
distribution of 'faculty, to the greater - concern for job security
during a time of less mobility, and to less bidding for senior faculty.
From 1968 to 1977, the percentage of full-time instructional faculty
with tenure increased from 47 to 56 percent in the United 5tates.7
Some experts expect an increase beyond 70 percent in the percent-
age of tenured faculty as we go through the 1980s and as the supply
of Ph.D.'s compared to demand for faculty increases, While the
proportion of tenured faculty in the South is slightly less, the
pattern is the same.

The anticipated increase in the tenuring of faculty is expected to
be cushioned somewhat by certain institutional responses, many of
vvHch are already evident today. Some of these responses are:

ver senior faculty_ hired._The percerltage of new
hirees with tenure will fall as vacancies are filled -with junior
faculty.

10



b) Because of lower relative salaries, an increasing nurnber of
senior faculty with tenure may leave for non-academic sectors of
employment.

c) institutions may become more cautious about promoting
faculty to tenure ranks.

All theie responses may help to provide more places for junior
faculty than might be projected in the absence of these policy
changes. Another effect also stands out of the junior faculty who
are hired during this period of lesser growth, a larger percentage
will have the doctorate than in the past.

RESPONSES TO THE CHANGING SITUATION

There are several kinds of responses higher education may make
to the impending supply-demand imbalances, several of which are
examined in this publication. One-way to classify these responses is
by determining whether they will effect the demand or the supply
side of the faculty market. The demand for doctoral-level faculty
will be influenced by the folloWing responses, some which may
also affect the quality of an institution's faculty, and others which
may emphasize cost savings. ,

Elevated hiring standards and stricter promotion and tenure
standards are possible responses in times when supply of faculty
with doctorates exceeds demand; enrachment in the quality of
faculty in a system should result. The margin of supply over
demand also allows for thelowering of student-faculty ratios at less
overall cost than when demand exceeds supply. It can be argued
that such a response should,be- chosen to improve the quality of
outcomes at a time when it is most economical to do so.

It is also possible to meet the supply-demand situation with a set
of responses that emphasize cost savings Or greater efficiency.
Forming policies that will limit the growth of salaries is one such
option that is possible when supply is greater than demand. Hiring
fewer senior faculty from other institutions or other sectors of the
economy i& another response that focuses on limiting of costs.
Raising productivity standards is a third cost saving reaction to the
supply-deinand imbalance.

In addition to the responses aimed at the demand side, higher
education can attempt to influence the supply of potential doctoral
level faculty who will seek employment within higher education. In
this category are responses such as efforts to inform graduate
students of the supply-demand situation in their respective fields or
reviewing more closely all doctoral programs, with an eye to the
manpower balances of the future but somehow allowing for the
possibility that today's surpluses may become tomorrow's deficits.

11
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A third response on the supply side is to concentrate more on
orienting doctoral students for the possibility of non-academic
employment. The general widening of ways in which doctoral
education is occupationally u.lAied is certainly a legitimate
objective in terms of benefits fo ;ociety 'as well as for individual .
students (see Chapter 3).

NOTE

National Center for Education Statistics, Prole+etior of Educational
Statistics, 1972 and 1977 editions.

2. NCB, Projections of Educational Statistics, 1977 - edition.

3. Allan Cartter, Ph.D.'s and the Academic Labor Market, New' York!-.
McGraw-Flill Book Company, 1976, p. 159.

4. Ibid., Op. 160-161 .

5. AAUP and Federal Reserve data d in Cartte

6 Allan.Cartter, op. vit., p. 160.

cit., p. 158:

7. National Center for. Education Statistics, Salaries_ and Filizge--
Benefits of FulbTime Instructional Faculty in Institutions of Higher
Education, 1977-78, prepublication data, 1978; American Council on
Education, College and University Faculty: A Statistical Description.
Research Report, Vol. 5, No 5, June, 1970.
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CHAPTER TWO

RESPONDING WITH QUALITY

W.:TODD FURNISS

Few colleges and universities, in the South or elsewhere, have pot
experienced declines in deinand requiring the-redeployment, of at
least some. of their faculty and funds. So far, most of appears to
have resulted from shifts in student interest rather -than declines in
overall erifollments. As Chapter 1 suggests, however, we have
entered a period when shifting interests are being accompanied by a c
stabilization of the,absolute numbers of those both youthful and
older who will-attend college. Thus, even if student interests did
not change, the demand for new faculty members will likely be a
demand -primarily for replacements: Although institutions Might
comfortably live, on a "replacement economy," as they have in past
times of stable demand, rapid. growth of many, of them 'since the
early Fifties has introduced a new factor, the faculty "age hump" :a
clustering of tenured faculty members in the 4O-55,age bracket. In
the past, with an even age distribution, conventional retirement
programs, and minimum inflation, a stable student demand
provided regular, thOugh small; turnover. Today, inflation is likely
to discourage early retirement, and new legislation is likelyto make
later-tharvanticipated retirement a matter of- imployee:choicei-so---------
that turnover, already delayed by the "age hump" but expected to
begin in earnest when the 55s .reach 65, may be further delayed
another five years or even longer,



Watching institutions that have begun to respond to these
steady-state conditions provides some lessons, if not clear
guidance. Ordinarily, they see their options for action in something
like the-following categOries':

1, Increase the numbers 'of stuclenits, by iornpeting for the students
of other institutions or more often by trying. -to attract a new
clientele from among workers, prisoners, and retired or other
leisured personS.
2, Increase the price to the students or the taxpayerS.
3. Increase the non-instructional income through an endowment/

development campaign, special foundation grants for p:-.*.cts,
government - funded training programs, or research grants.
4. Cut non-faculty expenses, frir example, by reducing_ adminis-

trative forces, maintenance budgets, or library funds, tightening up
on energy expenses, dropping "frills."
S. Cut faculty expenses by not replacing- retiring 54 resigning

faculty; increasing workloads;' hiring new faculty a low (Cheaper)
levels; using oneyearcontractsi limiting' tenure awards; cutting
underenrolled programs and their faculty; limiting salary increases;
cutting faculty benefits, travel, and research funds.

These measures are the kinds that trusteesan4 administrators are
likely toinitiate. The faculty maymell add a sixth; to hold out
against any,-change, protect all the incumbents, and insist that,
faculty be redeployed "Intr; vacant positions for which they may not
be properly. prepared.

None of these measures is new. Since the publication of Faculty
Tenurel (the "Keast Report "), a book setting out the,natuee of the
dominant faculty personnel system, the prpblems foreshadowed in
a survey of current tenure practice conducted for the study by the
American Council on Education have become real and common. ,

Within a year "steadY-state ". became a catch phrase and adminis
trative and faculty publicationi began to 0.re attention to questions
of tenure quotas and alternao ve systems, retrenchment litigation, ,

unionization, opening new Dontraditional markets, and what ,to do
to keep the bailiff away.

Most of these pOlications.havl maintained, a more measured
tone than one sometimes hears from a campus trying to cope. On
camplis, even when the loss of jobs is riot anticipated, the threat of
changes in curricula, in loads, in types of work, or varieties of
students to be taught, promises that routines and relationships ,
estaglished with effort and compromise in the past will, be altered in
u nk no wn and scary ways. -The response likely to be 4defensive
draw the wagons together against the forces, cis change; -rely on
rigidity rather:than flexibility; go on an azcountabitity binge; put



everything on paper; preferably in machine language because
--appears more objective; get unhooked from as many commitments.,
as possible, and refute to make new cothrnitments.

An_alternative to the 'rigidity response is the try-anything or
panic:button" response set up a "lifelong learning' program

wiftiout either expertise or preparation; establish workshops for the
local, firefighters cut admissions standards to get: more students;
hire a faculty star or, two for the-publicity; get a better coach ; give
more honorary degrees to the rich; use thelibrary budget for
advertising; accept 80 percent funding for a building -_you don't
really need; cut off student aid.

Neither of these two characteristic,responses is likely to kill an
institution in the short run. In fact, either may give the atsion that
the institution has been saved, and either may have a beneficial

- effect in!buying time. Bust carried on for long, neither will preserve,
the institution and the 'jobs that go with it because the first is un-
responsive to legitimately changing needs, the second is Unselecs
twely, tesponsive, and both ignorequality as the sine qua non fig
survival.

The situation described in the first chapter of this study does not
in itself call for an emergency response on-any campus, but it does
call for a response. An institution proceeding from mid -1997 to
mid-1978 on a :business as usual basis'', has missed a year When it
might have been usefully modifying its ways, but,it is probably in
better cOndition to Meet the future than an institution that hnitled
into responses characterized by rigidity or panic without consider..
ing the goali toward !alai changes should 'be directed. Bit
Whether it has rrio'Ved in the wrong- directions or not moved at all,
the Signs areslear that Some changes and some of them uncdirc-
fortable ones will be needed if the institution is not to be dam-
aged-by- dernographic realities.'

The thesis 'of this paper is simple: The changes an instit
makes must be determined by a careful responsiveness to changing
demands and by a definite plan to maintain atk,d, where necessary,
improve quality. Conw.Irseq; reactions that ignore Changing
demands or Misinterpret them will place the.dagger it the institu-
tion's heart, and responses that lower the quality of the program or
of the faculty will drive the dagger ome.

RESPONSIVENESS AN' QUALITY

Responsivenos, as opposed tp is the ability to
aciapt overtime. The-advent of theircernputer required .responsive-
ness in colleges and universities, most-dramatically in those serving
a heterogerieous student body. Noichar acceldrators, electron



microscopes, and manned rockets led to other demands for respon-
siveness. Some fields have been. altered more sLbtly, and the extent
of the response is obicure, For example, the effect:. of television
viewing on the traditional study of writing, rhetoric, and literature
a re not clearly known, but some disquieting chz,Iges in student
interest in these subjects are evident in many institutions.-

In time-. Q1 economic and demographic expansion, responsive-
ness has usually been handled by addition, attrition, and retooling.
New positions are filled with persons familiar .rvith the new fields
and subfields; positions vacated by those who resign and those.
wheise,skills are no longer current are filled by persons with up-to7
date skills. And of course, in all cases, it is assumed that incumbent
faculty will be assisted to keep their skills honed and polished. But
in times of economic squeeze And demographic stability, these
techniques to meet the requirement of responsiveness are likely to
be curtailed.

The question of quality presents quite different problems. Where
the need for ::responsiveness can be identified fairly easily aticl_the
means ormeeting it can be debated with reasonable objectivity
questions of quality are inherently difficult to translate into:prci-
grammatic terms that lend themselyes to cool discussion. Robert
Pirsig _says, You point to something as having Qt:,ality and the
Quality tends to go away. Quality is what you see out of the corner
of your eye. -2 Yet; though he does not define Quality (always with_

7a capitalV)`;the says we know what it is when we see it and we can,
if we -act on

An because we know, and okir students and other clients-know,
a college cannot for long -fudge" on quality and expect students to
come. Cultural lag stands colleges in good stead when their quality
is slipping because it permits tithe to correct inadequacies. But it
does not last forever. And because we know what quality is and

.our students and _our clients know a reputation soundly based on
quality is 'a priceless asset. Not only dbes it attract supported from
outside, but it bolsters the confidenL within the institution to make
changes (i.e., be responsive), and to risk making hard decisions:
Without quality, the institution can becomes rigid in defensive
stances, unwilling to change except untler extreme pressure or, just
as bad, all too willing to thange for tbesake of a fast cure.

Putting our knoiviedge about quality into persuasive terms for l5gislators
and donors is a special and diffiCult problerrinot solVcd by Pirsig.



-itstitutions _

Probably there is no perle-CT-institution one with a.. perfect

faculty teaching a perfect and up-to-date cuTritulurn,with the flex-

ibility (emotional as well as in resources) to meet new respaitsibili.
ties, and with a workable-plan to keep this perfect state of affairs

through the social and economic changes of the future. But if there

is an institution close to this ideal, it is that close. because of the

characteristics of the faculty.
In 1973, when the Keast Report was published and the economic

and demographic recession was just being felt on campus, attention

was first paid nationally to the problems that might arise from the

age bulge among the faculty, and from the related queStion of the

length of tenure. The tenure 'lystem of employment itself came

under attack in institution after institution and state after state. In

some instances, regents and legislatures set limits or quota;s on

tenure. For a tirne there seemed to be a .midespread belief that the

quality of an institution,. or its respOnsiveness, or both, were deter-.

mined wholly by the-percentages of tenured faculty members --:- the

more highly tenured the faculty, the less responsive it would cer-

tainly be arid Jherefore; the pporer the institution's program.
Since it is the purpose of this discussion to consider the centrality

of responsiveness and quality in inStitUtional reactions to declining

demand for faculty.servioe, it is not out of place, to look at -three,.

'fairly common institutional models in relation both. to quality and

to the age and tenure distribution of their faculties. The examples

are illustrative, not exhAustive.

A. The faculty 85 percent tenured; 10 percent on the tenure

track, 5 perceitivisitingfor part-time; excellent quality; among the

tenured, an even distribution of apes from 35 to retirement; regular

vacancies occurring through deaths and resignations to accept"'

other jobs (faculty members of high quality are in demand else-

where, even in tight markets). The turnover will be steady, .and at

the mathematical maximum within that steadiness. Responsiveness

cannot be instant, as it was in very expansive days, but it can be

solid and deliberate: Resources that in another institution might

have to gt . to patching up errors, can bedevoted to helping the

'faculty to keep fresh.

4. The, faculty 50 percent -tenured, .25 percent on the tenure

ck., 25 percent
ipart-time ,and visiting; mixed quality in each

group; good, but not even, distribution of ages. In this one con-
siderable Opportunity exists to improve quality because of the,

chance for fairly rapid replacement of the, ponero-notittltared

faculty me ers. Care is necessary,- however; tote sure that the



flexibility is used for quality, not for expediency or quick response.
The long-range goal should be set early. It will probably include
raising the percentage. of tenured facility as soon as quality among
the,new appointments to tenure can bt assured. However, the goal.
cannot be reached overnight : except for the really baleful cases
among the tenured faculty, dismissal on the basis of inconwetence
is probably.not justified, and help in improving performance and
firmness in making assignments that 'match, skills will be used
instead. All these steps, if the institution is fortunate, can he taken
with the certainty that good morale can be maintained and ulti-
mately enhanced.

.

CT-The-same situation 50 percent tenured, 25 percent tenure
track, 25 percentpart-time and visiting; mixed quality; but a
clumping of tenured facultyiiiembers_between 35 and 50, and a
preponderance of poor quality in this grouri-An-such a situation,
the blemishes of pool' quality may already have decrealed-institu-.
tional appeal to studenti-and supporters, morale may be low, and r-
conflict may already have been-begun by those refused Who

claim bitter qualifications than those that have tenure. The tenured
faculty are clefensiVely entrenched, unable to move elsewhere, and
under attack by the insecure: nontenured. Practically no vacancies
will occur througliretirement or resignation among,the tenured for
Many years. Looking at the tenured ranks, the administration and
trustees may be extremely reluctant to grant tenure to anyone.else
and will decide to use tenure quotai in the hope of staving off
collapSe. Canute's chances were ,no worse.

The numbers of examples ,could be multiplied, but A; B, and C
contain enough elements tp illustrate a few guidelines for faculty
and administrators planning fOr limited or no growth:7

Strategy

For any Of the ihreekinds'of institutions, a strategy, based on
responsiVeness and quality, will set as a goal having a faculty of
men and women distributed by age, fully qualified for their
assigned work, and demonstrating excellent or Metter performance
according to their length of experience; most of them will be full-
time with tenure or with a reasonable chance of tenure;. the part-
time people will be carefully selected, to provide for transitions in
response, to new program needs 'or to cover areas where full-time
resources are not warranted by demand; the faculty will be person-.
ally secure enough to'be Willing to take, risks and make difficult
decisions and to retool as their fields require; they will be collective-
ly cornrnitted to the welfare of the stu-dents and the institution and



ready to take -a responsible part in institutional governance. The
institution will see itself; and be seen, .as a "supplier" of high-level
graduates at all levels and fields M which it engages.

With respect to each of these goals (and others- that- may be
chosen), where does a particular institution now stand? Is the
quality of the faculty uniformly top-notch or weak in some arsas?
Is the program a good one? Are the students the right ones? (Not
-necessarily, "Are the students. all highly qualified academically?"
although, some institutions may set high academic qualifications as
a criterion of, selection.) What means of flexibility does the institu-
tion now have? How attractive' are its faculty positions? How do"
they provide -f; 'renewal? Is service here exciting or dull or ulcer-
producing7 WhOse morale is good, whose bad? ,

Putting the review of the present situation, against the goals, it
should be possible to sort out the jobs that need to be done. For
some institutions, the jobs will be chiefly maintenance maintain-

g quality and responsiveness while the world of knowledge and
the needs of students ,change. For most,. the job will be maintaining
some parts of the operation while improving others. Perhaps the
faculty quality 'is now good, the programs are itaW "good, the':
students are now.theright ones, but the college ill - prepared
make changes if they become necessary, and it has given too little'
thought to how to maintain the, level of faculty economic security
in the face of inflation. For a few' institutions, particularly-those
that have been like example C for a long time attention will have-

, tO be given' to' every element. Even so, what needs to be done can be
broken down into separate jobs, and priorities -assigned. This-,
makes a timetable important.

Example B prisentS a case where the institutional goal would
include either strengthening or eventually replacing weak faculty
members. This part .Of the institutional job is not- likely to be
accomplished quickly,\ but it need not take thirty years. Assuming
the weaker faculty members are not so weak that no suitable job
for them can be found now, and that they .are capable of improve-

;merit or redirection, part of the institution's: job is to lake some
positive. action and not simply let, the Situation drift. The establiSh-
ment of a- ound program of reviewing regularly the 'work of. all
faculty'members, including - tenured ones, to help them plan their
prOfessional development three to five- years ahead is a valuable
tool even in the best institutions. It has the additional benefit of
beginning to document cases of true incompetence or recalcitrant-
unwillingness to meet responsibilities that may have to be dealt
with bydiSMiisal. The point is that the timetable in a situation like
the one in B, must be sufficiently long to allow the adopted
measures to work..



In C. it is quite possible that the timetable may need Po be very
long, If so, there should be some shorter-run sub--goals whose
accomplishment will give everyone the courage to go on And if the
institution is in such bad shape that it islosing students and income
at a fatal rate, the trustees will have to think about the unthinkable

closing up shop. It is possible that the investment of capital over
Five years -might turn a very bad situation around, and that possi-
bility must be considered. If this coury! is decided should be
decided openly and pursued vigorously. If, however, the prospects
for coming out with an institution of excellent quality are dim, an
orderly closing will be a better solution than a miserable, slow, and
litigious decline.3 No universal recommendation can be made, but
a fifteen-year timetable showing positive improvements in each
three-year span is probably acceptable. Such a timetable requires
patience and continuity and does not automatically fit, collective
bargaining time patterns. Con'siderable statesmanship will be
required of both,facultY and administrati6n.

In fact; 4>n,even the best institutions there must be leaders in each
of the estates: trustees, administrators, faculty,,students, profes-

'sionali. For success, there must be at least some agreement among
these about goals and means, although there need not be identity of
views on everything. A crisis economic or demograPhie may
not only fail to destroy the agreement; it may make it stronger..
Whether this will happen in a weaker institution is problematical.
The outcome will depend not only on the conditionS4that prevail
when the crisis oc Curs, and on the causes and 'depth of the crisip
but very importantly, on the aims,,skill, and weight of the leaders.
It is close to a certainty that no one segment alone can maintain an
institution in good times or bad .net the trustees, the PreSident,
or faculty leaders. And human nalbre being what it is some self-
restraint among those who negotiate a consensus is not only good
manners; it.will payoff in the ease with which toughrissues will be
resolved,

In Steady-State Staffing in Tenure-Granting Institutions, and
Related Papers4 (1973), I listed and commented on a number, of
devices that might be used to adjust an institution from growth to a*--'
Steady-state. Most of these Still semi-' tobc reasonably sound, but
changes ever the past five years make it worthwhile to review some-
of the ground again. Experience in even such a short time has
shown that some tools can still be used with-confidence and ,others
might best be avoided altogether.
Program Quality

There are, of course, several reasons for modifyi ng an institu-
tion's programs: they are out of date; they are, pqarly taught ;'there
are no interested students; they are done brier in a competing



institution; they are too expensive to maintain (or improve): The
possibility of any of these may be a legitimate reason to examine a
program. But each requires a comparative judgmenti How out of
date, how poorly taught, how uninterested are-the students (and
why?), too expensive with respect to what? Because it is not alwaysIiclear at the start what measures are being used he simple assertion
of a deficient rating may be enough to cause budget-minded
trustees, legislators7---or administrators to mandate abolitions. or,
alterations solely to save money -and without rega d to the quality
or survival of the institution. The determinatio to make altera-
tions in the program should be based on somethi g bette

The question of overall institutional quality is ar oo complex to
be more than sketched here. .One way to see how difficult it is to
grasp is to consider what might be commonly agreed to as the ten
principal "indicators of quality," as.there is some general agreement
about the "indicators- of a bank's financial stability or the health of
the nation's economy. We can list 4,0d0 different academic courses,
thirty kinds of institutional 'facilities, forty student services, the
background of the faculty membelS, theknumbers (even the kinds1)..
of books in the library, the professional 'pay scale, the character o
the institution's neighbors, the SAT's of its students; the size and
wealthrof 45 alumni body, and its income per FTE student, and we
still do not_know whether the institution is a good one or not: Even
if we knew the courses were all taught splendidly, the facilities were
in superior condition, the student services tai,lored to the students'
needs, and so on, ,we still have not, established the institution as one .

of superior quality in the' eyes of all on whore it may depend for its
well-being.- Parents, students, alumni of various sorts, . faculty,
members here, faculty members elsewhere, legislators, foundation
officials, the Office for Civil Righti. the jury -in a law suit, the
policeman who handles rush-hour traffic all will have different
views. And even when two institutions have all the listed things in-
common, their evaluators may rate one institution better than the
other because the match between its elements and its professed
purposes is clear and the corresponding match of the second insti-
tution is faulty.

= ,

Therefore; to speak of "programs" and quality is to be biting off
a great deal. Nevertheless, it mot be done. Obviously, reviews of
programs must be regular and detail'edF weak areas must be
strengthened7pr'scrapped. Some less Obvious pointsare likely to be
forgotten, however, particularly when a program review appears
threatening. For example, although an institution may measure its
success on the ability of its graduates to get jobs in their fields, it
must not overlgok the values provided by the institution, during the
years leading to graduation. Thus, a program can be first-rate even



if the_graddiling student ,dies not "use it in'a job. Another example;
'though institutions usually speak only of academic matters when
they refer to their' "programs:: in-fact their budgets are expended
on a much wider range of prograins financial aid, student
health, community cultural productions, rehabilitation services for
the handicapped, grounds upkeep, _maintaining a- unique, library
collection within the general holdings, athletics,-personnel benefits,
and on and on Although the .academic program is central to the
institutional purpose,- the student, the alumnus, the legislator, the
taxpayer, the donor, the clerk the.fire marshal, and the foundation.
executive may judge the institution's quality chiefly on the. basis of
non-academic programs,The point is that when some non- academic
program, is marked for a .reduction in support, the consequences
should be considered as carefully as those in the academic areas.

Just as th. icadernic program depends for. it.s_quality on the
characteristics of the faculty, 'go the'quality of th "other pi grams
depends on the persons who staff them:Although the emphasis in
what follows is on faculty, 'many of the ,suggestions apply equally
to non-acaOinic staff. In particular, it i necessary to he sure that
such staff are trained for their, jobs, and will be trained in the
changes that the jobs will underg6.-By now it should be clear thlt a
clerk who takes a coffee break-on Friday instead-Of sending out th'6
nonrenewal notices can'cause a major' perponnel crisis. Discourte-
ousness in any program can turn away supporters. Promptness and
courtesy and expertise are to be fostered and 'cherished.

The Leed for staff expertise.,extendS to one area in particular
the estimation of demand, which in turn will help determine which
prcigrams will be maintained, 41ded, modified, or dropped. Fart of
the demand will Come fronT changing student choices, part from
changes in fields, and part from malor policy decisions of the
trustees (or legislatures or systems offices in state-supported, institu-
tions). In many institutions, .federal 'funding priorities will also
affect demand. For an instittftion like the B or C illustrations,' there
is considerable danger in overestimating a new demand or reacting
too swiftly to the availability of new soft money support. Either is
likely to encourage the establishment, of programs with a very
limited future, and especially of ones for which there are no

tified, high-quality faculty "or good Curricula. It has sometimes
en asserted that the best institutions are the ones most 'willing to

experiment, and maybe this is true. But they experiment- from a
.baSis of being, the ';best." An institution trying to upgrade its
programs should its,focus first on doing very well the central -
things in its program and leave the experimenting until, its basic
programs are firmly established.



On occasion; of course, adding, an unfamiliar program will be
called for by a tale local demand. If this is necessary, the best
advice should be sought about how-the-program can be begu-n- at-
.the highest level of quality. If there is any danger that its initial
quality would.be low, the program should be postponed.

Faculty Quality

Just as the wise university administration operates on the basis
that "All space in university buildings is university. space," so 'it
should,assert that "All vacant positions are university positions."
Neither departments nor divisions should "own" space or
positions, -although they may hold them.for the present. Unless the
institution acts on this basis, its hands are tied at the very beginning
of a period of change.

There are other useful principles. All new faculty should be
selected under high standards, whether they are on the tenure track
or are expected to be only temporary. Ultimately, the impact of the
academic program depends on the level' of quality of each of its
parts, not on some theoretical average, of quality. Therefore,
contract. renewal standards for the new faculty should be set high,
even though there may be those new faculty members who will
complain that The standards for them are higher than those met by
incumbent faculty. This is-the "least qualified incumbent" notion
that some federal agencies would foist upon higher education and
which must be fought at every turn, and especially when the notion
shows up in a college's own ranks. If standards are only those met
by the least qualified faculty member (or administrator, student, or
trustee), the enterprise will surely soon go to the dump.

Faculty- quality' must be defined in relation to an institution's
missions. Although institutions tend to observe "pecking" orders
and be jmitative of a presumed "elite," .there are no absolute
standards applicable to all faculty apart from their roles. Therefore,
in contract renewals, tenure awards, promotions,,- and salary
increases, care should be taken to keep the standards reasonable
related to the program; achievable by the people that- have been
selected for appointment because they are known to be good, and
without unnecessary or arbitrary hurdles. What the institution is
shooting for is a solid increase in quality, not an impossible over-
night perfection.

Although some positions are to be kept for temporary appoint.
rents to help with transitional requirements for responsiveness, in
the long run the goal is a substantial percentage of tenured and fully
cfualified faculty members, with a small but regular turnover. If the
goal is reached, the institution will not provide jobs 'for any more
thah a "normal" number of new Ph.D.'s coming out'of the graduate
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schools, but it will at least have good jabs for the good ones. No
stable institution will be able t© do more than this to solve the
national Ph.D. employment problem, much as its Faculty and
administration would like to do so.'

In making appointments and especially in awarding tenure,
promotion, and merit increases, the institution sends signals to the
faculty, the students, and the public. The signals indicate what the
institution considers important. A bad promotion has effects ail
of them bad far beyond the individual being promoted.

Regular reviews should be made of the work of nontenured
persons. Those on the tenure track who appear halfway through
the probationary period unlikely to qualify for tenure should be
released, even though in a bad market there may be strong pressure
to keep them. The pressure will be even stronger at the end of the
period when the tenure decision must be made. Since the institu-
tional goal is quality, a firm stance cannot be compromised. If the
institution wishes to make provisions for cushioning the shock for
non-renewed people, and can afford to do so, doing so would en-
hance the attractiveness of the institution as a place to work. (In the
Sixties `one major state university not only helped pay the moving
cost of new faculty, but also helped pay something toward moving
away for some categories of faculty whose contracts were not
renewed.)

Regular reviews of the work of tenured persons should also be
instituted. The purpose must be primarily a helpful one Where
are you now, where do you need to move in the next three to five
years, what will help? Whether this is done regularly but only semi-
formally (e.g., with a notation of the plans put in the chairman's
file) or with a formal "performance contract" resulting from each
review will depend to a large extent on the situatiOn in which the
reviews are done,

Setting high standards for appointment and tenure is not in-itself
enough to attract the best faculty members. Faculty members will
be attracted to an institution with a good reputation. They also will
be attracted to and will stay at an institution where the reputation
now may be poor but where good goals are being_ vigorously pur-
sued and the conditions of employment are good.

Money is important, but it is not everything. Security US

important, too. Initial appointments. may safely be made for longer
than a year.if the standards for appointment have been high and
care has been taken in applying them. For those on the tenure

It can, of course, strive to produce the best among the nation's Ph.D.'s.
See the discussion of graduate education in the steady-state in Chapter 3.
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track, an initial three-year appointment provides a measure of
security: the second apointment may be for four years. Reviews of
performance in the interim. should be chiefly to help the person
qualify for tenure. If tenure looks doubtful, the person should be
dropped after the third year, and certainly after the seventh. Those
not on the tenure track may be offered contracts longer than rye
year if their services can be used. A five,year terminal contract for
a newly-appointed experienced faculty member might be desirable,
and would not violate-age discrimination legislation if used some-
times for those in their senior years.

A number of institutions have recently considered extending the
probationary period beyond the customary seven years or have
sought some "special 'status" short of ,tenure for those faculty
members 1) not qualified for tenure but whom they are reluctant
to push out into a hostile market, or 2) qualified but whose
appointment to tenure might have to be terminated in an antici-
pated enrollment drop, or 3) qualified for tenure but whose
advancement to tenure would violate a prescribed quota.

In the first instance, as long as the college keeps the under-
qualified faculty member, it is prevented from finding a better
qualified replacement and improving its program. The market is
unlikely to improve for the underqualified, and the day of termina-
tion is simply put off while the decision becomes harder to make
with each year. In the second instance; a sound personnel policy
should provide for the termination of excellent faculty members
untenured or tenured whose services are no longer required.
Uncertainty about the institution's ability to make such termina-
tions without destructive and expensive litigation has pushed insti-
tutions into refusing tenure to those who are qualified (example 2)
and replacing them with temporaries, or into the adoption of an
arbitrary quota (example 3).

Institutions trying to establish or maintain high quality in both
program and faculty should carefully debate the consequences of
denying tenure to the qualified on grounds like these. And faculty
groups should be concerned to help in writing and administering
reasonable policies for terminating qualified tenured faculty, not
only those found incompetent after the imposition of charges. Until
some accommodation to this matter is found, the economic and
spiritual resources which importantly support the quality and
ultimate survival of the institutions and their employees will be
squandered in litigation and legal fees.

In these times also, no tenure-track appointments should be
made of persons without the professional degree that will be
requiredlor eventual promotion to professor. The, person trying to
complete degree work cannot give full attention to teaching and
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committee work, and in today's market such people need not be
, employed. The B or C institution especially cannot afford to be a
training ground.

Particularly if there has been a history of -corner-cutting' and
"featherbedding," the _institution must establish a fair and open
monitoring of the extent to which faculty members meet their
respcnsibilities. The "goof-off- can, be the proverbial bad apple.
The approach should not be witch-hunting or punitive, and care
should be taken that the institutional expectations are not
unreasonably high or competitive. When responsibilities are met,
the recognition of good work should follow.

In tighvimes, benefits are especially important. But all too often,
benefits' are established that bear little relation to what is really
wanted by the faculty. Help in parking_may be more welcome than
a betterthent of the dental insurance policy, and at lower institu-
tional costs. And needs may often be met more economically on an
individual basis, and have more payoff in quality, than by trying to
provide exactly the same benefit for everyone, whether it i needed
or iot-simply out of a notion of "`equity."

Piculty "mernber5 are entitled Co know that personnel matters are
competently dealt with by trained staff, but they too-have responsi-
bilities for which they will need special training. Those who serve
on committees recommending appointments and other personnel
actions need t only to know the mechanics of the local peer
review mec anis , but also to be aware of and in sympathy with
the goals \ responsiveness and quality and timetable of the ,,
institution. Some of this is a matter. of "training," but the more
important part results from discussion of the issues that must be
resolved if the \goals are to be reached. Some ctiscussion will happen
in faculty ffices and the halls, but more formal opportunities for
considerati n ate likely to be desirable.

Among e questions to be considered are, of course, what to do
when facul y members believe they have been improperly treated.
Good griev ce procedures (whether called by that or by some less
forbidding me) will help in establishing a sound basis for change
and a way f adjiadicating the inevitable stress that change brings.
The grievan e prolcedures built into a collective bargaining contract
can be too n rrovnly focused to cover the fultrange of grievances an
institution ay haVe to deal with. .

Wherever new Policies are contemplated, decisions must be
made °about which of the, incumbent faculty members are to be
"grandfathe ed- : i.e., Made subject to the old rules and criteria, not
to the new, BecaUse certain practices (in a legal term, "past
practice-) may be rtiore legally binding than even the written
contract rubs, sorn grandfathering" will probably be necessary.
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The legal and political issues here need debate. Remembering the
signals given by each personnel action, a careful administration
will think out the balance of risks and results for each case.

SPECIAL ISSUES
The foregoing comments have laid out some suggestions for

parts of a coherent approach to fostering quality and responsive-
ness in an institution considering adaptations to a steady-state.
Other issues will also have to be'eonsidered, either through internal
initiative or stimulation from outside.

The question of centralization is one such matter; In doubtful
times there is a tendency even a need to draw in the reins.
"Direction," "monitoring," "accountability," even simple adminis-
tratiye or regental apprehension seem to dictate the centralization
of control. But in good tirries, trustees, administrators, even legis-
lators recognize that institutions run better when responsibility is -

widely distributed, along with the authority to make decisions. If
the goal of the institution adapting to a steady state is genuine
responsiveness and quality, it will have to accommodate these two
positions. The importance of doing so is illustrated in the'matter of
how quality standards will be upheld. As long as faculty members
have a say (as they must) in the appointment and promotion of
fatiilty-members, they Must be given real responsibility for main-
taining the necessary standards for institutional goals. If their
participation is only window-dressing for a wholly centralized
decision system, the faculty will treat their role perfunctorily or,
worse, politically.

The centralized system is a hierarchical one. The decentraliied
system is less like a pyramid, even though final authority may have
to remain with trustees. But for decentralization to work, the
faculty, trustees, administrators (and other groups, depending on
the issues) must come together, moved by the incentives of surviv-
al, personal security, pride in the institution and satisfaction with
the work. Despite some legal restraints, this can be done in institu-
tions with collective bargaining agents as well as in others.

Tenure Policy

At the onset of steady-state conditions, about the time of the
publication of the Keast Report, some legislatures expressed
considerable interest in alternatives to the traditional tenure
system. One of the lesser issues in the time of student disorders had
been the alleged protection tenure gave to the incompetent'.
Legislators were stimulated by visions of trading in high-paid
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senior incompetents for stellariand cheaper junior people, and they
demanded studies. The upshct was little change. A review to be
-published shortly deals with ecperiences of institutions around the
country that never had tenuri! systems, or changed over Appar-
ently, it confirms- theearlier speculation that the kinds of problems
supposedly, inherent in tenu systems are not cured by contract
systems and may even be aggravated. The -pure" tenure system
offers a good measure of security, but not absolute security
contracts may be terminated for incompetence or certain program-
matic or financial reasons. It also provides that a 'considerable
period of observation must be endured before the faculty member
is finally judged fit or unfif. for tenure. It, also includes other
elements of reward and recognition, not only tenure promo-
tions, salary raises, special opportunities.- The notion behind the
system, of course,. is that anxiety (about the duration of the job,
about the level of salary, -about acceptance by one's peers) needs to
be balanced by security (not only for the job itself, but the security
that goes with recognition for good rvork). A contract system must
contend with exactly the same balance. As in the tenure system, the
less security, the more anxiety; beyond a point, high anxiety leads--
to demands for more security quicker access to longer contracts;
higher pay in lieu of security possibly collective bargaining.

Tenure is not appropriate for every faculty member of every
institution. But for those institutions that have made the consider-
able effort to find and engage faculty members of high quality, the
tenure system provides the best balancing of institutional and
faculty needs yet devised for keeping them, and keeping them
productive.

Retirement Age

As this is written, the Congress has just passed an extension of
the age discrimination legislation to protect employees up to age
70, thus making the maintenance of a policy of mandatory retire-
ment prior to 70 illegal in colleges and universities.

The legislation provides that the prohibition will go into effect
for most employees in January 1979, but for tenured faculty, not
until 1982. It also provides that for most federal employees, there
can be no set age for mandatory retirement. If this-provision works
in the federal area it is very likely to be extended to the nonfederal
areas.

The legislation raises a very large number of issues, ranging from
broad ones to narrow and immediate questions. For example; the
-fights" that employees have not only in their jobs but, to their jobs
(Are these "property rights" as defined constitutionally, or more



limited rights established bythe terms of contracts?) ; the relation-
ship between health and working (Is it such that the national
interest requires the nation to keep jobs available for older
people?); the relationship between the middle-aged and o0er
person (Should the middle-aged bear an increasingly heavy burden
of the support of the elderly, through mandatory Social Security
and other forms of taxation ?); the problem for some people of too
many options, rather than too few (How many prefer not having to
choose ?); economic forecasts and inflation (Has inflation made it
impossible for any but the very wealthy to enter retirement with
confidence?). Less broadly, before 1982, can an institution really
use the faculty exemption when its other employees are not subject
to, it? Are administrators holding faculty tenure subject to the 70
age (as administrators) or an earlier age (as faculty members)? Hqw
does an increase in the age to 70 affect the funding, and benefits
programs of institutions? (Note not just faculty are involved.)

Both the broad and the narrow issues will be debated in the next
several months. For the purpoges of this review, one must be
especially concerned with the effects, if any, of raising (or removing
the limit on) the mandatory -retirement age on an institution's
.responsiveness and its quality. It may be that, in the end,
institutions will conclude that the effects resulting from the legisla-
tion are not in themselves ei thergood or bad; they neither save nor
destroy the institution. _Rather, they, will be viewed differently by
differeqt observers, some of whom characteristically say that the
glass is half full, other-- that it is half empty, and others who say it
contains four ounces. After all, some 20 percent of the principal
public institutions already have a retirement age of 70.

With retirement schemes, as with other elements in an institu-
tion's program, the issues must be considered not in isolation, or
only in relation to what may be generally true in other colleges and
universities, but rather should be examined in relation to the special
-circumstances and positIon of the institution now and where it
hopes to be in five or fifteen years.

Alternative Employment

In an expanding faculty market, institutions worked very hard to
persuade their faculty to stay with them and not move to greener
pastures. With the onset of current conditions, institutions began to
eye possibilities for easing middle-aged and older faculty members
out of the ranks, either to free their salaries for other purposes or to
allow replacements of better quality or differently trained. One
device examined with hope early retirement has turneclout to
be almost a dead end because of continued inflation and the new



legislation. The other area still being developed is alternative
employment and the related "retirement counseling or "mid - career
counseling." The two Corms of counseling meet when the counsel-
ing starts early at 45 or 50. The broadest form stfrts with the
question, "What are you going to do with the rest 461 your lifer
rather than, "What arevou going tee& when you retire? It is quite

.possible that the new retirement legislation will 'stimulate some'
interesting and-useful inventions for alterations in employment
patterns for those beyond 50 'or 60. It is far less certain that the
results of career counseling for those fully employed in universities
will move many of them outside their institutions or academia.
Worth debating, however, is in what ways career changes (inside
or outside the institution) might directly or indirectly benefit an
institution striving to be responsive and to offer programs of high
quality. And it may be that the conventional approach ("What do
these kincleof:counseling offer us in the way of tools to move people
out of the institution?' ") should be replaced by the opposite
approach ("How can we take advantage of an interest in alternative
job and career patterns- to bring more responsiveness and quality
into our institution ? ").

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
For highet education, steady-state conditions are the historic

norm. Institutional survival and growth`over three hundred years
in America have depended on the conscious working for quality in
stable times, not on occasional booms in financial- support and
rates of attendance. With this in mind, we can proceed with
confidence.
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CHAPTER THREE

CAREEKOPTIONS_AND
PROGRAM CHANGES

IN GRADUATE EDUCATION

CAMERON FINCHER

Graduate education is in a period of transition that requires close
study. The suddenness with which its general outlook chariged.
from high demand to oversupply.: is unusual and calls for critical
analysis. There is consensus that graduate education in the South
has made commendable progress in recent - decades and is now a
valuable national, and regional resource. There is co-ncern, how-
ever_that the changing demand for graduate and advanced study
on -a, national level will affect adversely the efforts of graduate
institutions to consolidate the gains they have made recently.1

The fundamental purposes of graduate education are at least
three-fold. Programs of graduate study should provide'for the edu-
cation and professional development of talented individuals; they
should preserve and enhance the knowledge and values that give
meaning to advanted studies; and they should help create, develop
or produce new knowledge and understanding. Research and
scholarhip in graduate institutions have produced and enhanced
knowledge, and advanced programs in graduate institutions have
educated larger and large numbers of specialized or talented
personnel for the needs of education, industry, business and

-government. To no small extent, the current difficulties of graduate
institutions are a product of success in serving societal and national
needs in a period of rapid growth and development.



The changing conditions to which graduate education must now
adapt include a downturn in the labor market for newdoctorates, a
reduction of federal funds for research, an escalation of program
costs and expenditures, and an erosion of the socio-cultural values
that sustain inquiry and learning. Changes in career opportunities
for doctorates are aggravated by uncertainties in graduate school
applications as job openings for baccalaureates decline. The with-
drawal of federal funds for research is compounded by cut-backs in
other forms of federal support to graduate students. Inflation
works its particular hardships at a time when educational costs are
impossible to reduce. And public confidence has sometimes been
missing whin it was needed most.

The intent of this paper is: 1) to consider briefly the general
implications of the changing job market for new doctorates, 2) to
discuss 'alternatives or options in employment that mightbe open
to doctoral graduates, and 3) to look at program changes or modi-
fications that graduate institutions are eL.-rently making in
response to changing conditions. Job markets are a significant part
of the-environment within which graduate education functions.
New careers for doctorates are much discussed within professional
societies, and changes in doctotal programs are obviously taking
place. The combination of careeroptions and program changes will
be inflUential in shaping or molding graduate education for the
coming decade.

JOB MARKETS AND PROJECTED DEMAND
The projected demand for doctorate's-in scientific, technf logical

and scholarly fields gives an uncertain picture of the,-future of
graduate education. Its larger features are distinguishable, how-
ever, and c16rly evident in the general outlook is a dipressed
academic labdr market as outlined in Chapter 1: The projected
decline in undergraduate enrollments signifies a lessening demand
for junior faculty members to teach lower division courses; the
reduced support of research and development implies a lesser need
for research faculty and staff. Granting generous margins for error,
these projections would still imply that new faculty will be -needed
for replacement pusposes only; the projected need for new faculty
to meet enrollment changes falls to zero in the early 1980s and
becomes a negative factor for several years thereafter.

The unattractive implications of\$hese projections put great
burden on the possibilities of increased\utilizatioh of doctorates in
secondary and two-year postsecondary\education as well as in.
non-academic labor markets. Although th4\k-elative proportion of
Ph.D.'s entering the non - academic labor market has been quite
large; the future utiliiation of doctoral skills al\id talents is depen-,



dent upon the non-acadimic labor market's absorption of a larger
proportion of doctorates in the next decade. One estimate suggests
that the non-academic labor market may be required to hire as
many as 80 percent of the Ph.D.'s completing their degrees in the
1980s.2

Adjustments to the potential oversupply of doctorates must be
made both on the supply side and on the demand side, if wide-
spread underemployment is to be avoided. Graduate institutions
are challenged to restrict, judiciously, their overall production of
doctorates and to make selective modifications in doctoral
programs that are better attuned to future needs. Fields of -special-
ized study for which there arc limited opportunities in non-academic
labor markets` will present a particularly difficult problem. Where
scientific and technological specialties may yet hope for placement
in non-academic research and development, some humanities and
social science doctorates will be without obvious opportunities
when faculty replacement needs are minimal.

In brief, the projected demands and potential job market for the
graduates of doctoral programs provide an uneasy outlook for the
1980s. Only broad generalizations, such as an obvious lessening
demand for Ph.D.'s, are completely safe. The outlook is not con-
sistent from academic discipline to academic discipline and varia-,
tions occur among specialties within the same disciplines. The use
of general categories, such as the physical and biological sciences,
humanities and arts, behavioral and social sciences, and profes-
sional or applied fields, is helpful in understanding the overall
picture, but generalizations must be closely qualified. ,New career
patterns are discernible, nonetheless, and the job placement of new
doctorates is, concerned increasingly with other alternatives or
different options that might be open.

CAREER ALTERNATIVES AND OPTIONS

The traditional career pattern of Ph.D.'s involves some mystical
aspects that may be exaggerated in a period of changing patterns.
The concern with career patterns in the 1970s is a reaction, in part,
to the perceived suddenness of changes in the job opportunities
open to new doctorates. Both the nature and the suddenness of
those changes could be a function of expectations that were unduly
formed in a relatively short span of rapid growth and optimism.

A broader perspective suggests that the 1960s. were unusual and
the expectations formed by graduate students during that decade
Were part of a "revolution of rising expectations." Somewhat ob-
scured in the overall trends we a more traditional pattern that
involved initial appointment as an instrueor, extended proba-

.



tonary status as a junior staff member, and prospects for promo-
tion only after an indefinite process of professionalization. Also
unrecognized were the limited opportunities that doctorates
frequently encounter in converting their research specialty and
interest into careers. More important, a longer-range view of
graduate education suggests that neither professionalization nor
careerism have been unimportant influences. Although tradition-
ally conceived as a research degree, the Ph.D. has long served the
professional aspirations of faculty members in teaching, and many
doctoral programs have clearly established professional purposes.
Recipients of the degree enter doctoral prograins and pursue degree
requirements with full expectations that the program will prepare
them to work as professionals or practitioners rather than as
scholars or research scientists. Variations of the-doctorate, such as
the Ed.D., explicitly recognize professional needs and interests
and expectations that employment will be in adininistration, busi-
ness, industry, government, or private practice.

Reactions to the iob market of the 1970s include an energetic
effort on the part of academic disciplines and professional societies
to identify career alternatives for doctorates who may be shunted
from academic paths. This effort follows easily from the general
advantages that advanced study at the doctoral level igives
recipients. Many doctoral programs have long proVided a broad
overview of disciplinary problems, and issues and, depending on
the degree of specialization, graduate education places a varying
emphasis on applications and uses of specialized or technical
knowledge. Examples are seen in the ease vfith which graduates of
certain programs have found access to administrative positions
within higher education; managerial or executive poSitions within
corporate induStry; technical or specialized staff jobs in govern-

- ment; and vario is consultative or advisory roles within founda-
'tions, professional associations, or social organizations. The inter-
change between these types of organizations and the academic
world has been quite pronounced since World War 11. The.' brain
trust- of the New Deal era exemplified a pattern which continues
whereby professors take leave and becoMe executives or adminis-

-trators in government or industry, provide highly specialized and
possibly esoteric services in a staff role, or pursue highly pragmatic
ends with the means and the know-how they have acquired
through advanced study and research.

Non-academic Employment
The search for non-academic job placement has praedents in

non-academic research and development and in other forms of non-
traditional employment: A host of societal and environmental



issues has focused attention upon the generaloproblem-solving
capabilities for which college and university faculty have been
noted, and great emphasiS has been placed on specialized roles that
graduates doctoral programs might play in resolving those
issues. One premise is the belief that doctoral students acquire
problem- solving skills and techniques that are adaptable to areas
and issues other than those for which they were specifically
developed. Scientific method, systems analysis, engineering design,
statistical analysis, survey techniques, computer technology. and
general communication skills suggest transferable capabilities. The
transferability of these general capabilities is believed to make
doctorates employable in many areas or fields where their
predecessors have not been hired.

Diversity and versatility are still perceived-as valuaVe. assets in
graduate -education, and the Ph.D.'s fund of general knowledge,
specialized competencies and methods of inquiry and communica-
tion are thought to lend themselves readily to the dominant
problems and issues confroPting contemporary society. Some of
these issues may be identified as: 1) the global issues of energy,
ecology, environment, population, and quality-of-life; 2) the
professionalization of human services, 3) open participation and
involvement in public policy, 4) the impact of industries and
-commercial services. based on new technologies, and .5) an
increased recognition of the social responsibilities of corporate
industry and business.

Each ef theie issues reflects the social concerns of a democratic
society in which there is a pervasive concern for cultural pluralism,
minority right:,.(and the equality of women. The list, needless to
say, is not -.:xhaustive and the various issues are not mutually
exclusiVe. New careers for doctorates are expected to be based,
however, on applied, problem-solving approaches to societal
issues. The non-academic sectors of the overall job market to which
doctorates are expected to flow are identified generally as corporate
industry, business and finance; federal, state and local government;
and various area of private practice, self-e: iployment or priVate
enterprise.

Employment In Higher Education

As a final example of general possibilities, it is necessary to
mention the diversified functions of higher education itself. The
contemporary university, for example, employs numerous semi-
professional, technical and supervisory personnel who do not hold
faculty rank and who are not regarded as being in a tenure track.



Doctoral graduates may be employed as postdoctoral fellows with
duties and iesponsibilities that would be performed at another time
by graduate assistants.

More important, however, are the numerous specialists and
technicians that now perforM essential functions on a university
campus. Laboratories, libraries, computer centers and learning,
resource centers are campus agencies that may employ large
numbers of doctorates in non-teaching capacities. In many cases,
faculty rank, may be norninal or extended as a courtesy; but the
individual's duties and responsibilities are not charged to the
instructional budget of the institution and are not justified in terms
of teaching duties. The function served is justified in its own right,
if a permanent position, or justified on a project basis, if funded
from the outside!,

Also included in this particular area of employment might be
numerous administrative specialists, planning and development
professionals, legal advisers, institutional researchers, professional
counselors and the various professionals and:semi-professionals
who work with students in the many areas of student services.
Another significant cadre of -unranked" but highly competent
doctorates may., be found in the public service agencies and
organizations of large universities. These may be -41clividuals with
well-defined specialties and technical competencies who have never
been carried on an instructional budget or held faculty rank.

While some of these employment opportunities must be regarded
as stop-gap measures in a difficult job market, institutions of higher '
education are increasingly staffed by specialists and practitioners
who are not pare of the tenured, teaching faculty. Universities
cannot solve the placement problems of their doctoral graduates by
"taking in their own wash,- but if the public service and 'subsidiary

,functions of higher education had not expanded during the 1970s,
the job markei for new doctorates could have been much harsher.

Jqb Placenient and Possibilities

The concern for career alterinatives o opti9ns can be seen in the
functions of professional associations as they mediate the aspira-
tions of -their membership and the public interest.3 The efforts of
some professional societies at the national level` have been notable
as they have tried to inform doctoral graduates of placement-
opportunities. The efforts of other professional associations have
been less obvious and. suggest ,an enduring faith in the laws of
supply and demand- for amelioration of current conditions in the

'job market.
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Some-observers have been firm in their conviction that PIED s.
will not go unemployed but will readily be chosedfor lower lever
occupations. There is the belief that when doctoral demand is high,
technicians and other specialists move up in ;,the'
structure to take the place of:doctorates who might be engaged in
relatively menial taski. With' oversupply of doctorates, there is the
corresponding phenomenon of "bumping" in which doctorates will
slide down the occupational kale, replacing technicians and
specialists who, in .turn, will replace or dislocate less qualified
personnel.' Neither the phenomenon of -bumping" nor the long-
term effects of underemplOyment are well understood.

A more likely explanation may be 'the continuing upgrading of
educational requirements for entry-level occupations. As higher
levels of education have been reached by more-- and more
prdspective employees, the expectations of emploSrers have risen
accordingly. During the 1950s and 1960s, sales; supervisory and
middle management positions that once required only a high school
diploma were increasingly entered by college graduates. As more,
college graduates with specialized or first 'professional degrees
entered the latcfr-market, they_ helped create--tht derriand for their
enhanced credentials as well as satisfy, that demand. The point
Might well be that education usually has been helpful in job
seeking, and if Ph.D.'s are available for open positions, they might
Well be -empf6,yed in preference to applicants with less education.'
The more- job's _are seen as sp5cialized, technical or semi-profes-
sional, the more likely entry requirements will be specified in terms
of education.

In brief, career alternatives or options may be seen in the broad, _

general problem areas of conteinporary society. New specialties or
innovative applications of disciplinary knowledge will depend
upon the lines.of communication established between the discipline
and the problem area but will also be influenced by the talents
attracted Co the discipline and the particular skills and competencies
developed within the disCipline.

Physical and Biological Sciences

The overall supply and demand picture is somewhat clearer for
the physical and . biological sciences i than for other areas of
specialization.4 Although there is an increasing concern with tech-
nologrcal development and pbtential applications within the
physical sciences, the concern for alternative careers is not as acute
because the job picture is not as dismal. Observations have been
made, however, that graduate departments in all natural sciences
are assuming more functions similar to those of professional



schools. The Ph.D. has an obvious increasing market- value in
industry because of new technologies that create a need for physical
and biological scientists.. In many instances, corporate industry'
seeks the -same qualities in doctorates, that universities do, and
hiring practices May be indistinguishable.5

Some of the physical and biological sciences', nonetheless, are
making concerted efforts to obtain information and guidance. from
industry in program revisions that will meet the needs-of potential
employers. Disciplines and specialties closely tied to the devetop-
ment and utilization of natural resources, such as chemistry and
geology, maintain close contact with significant industrial develop-
ments. When new industries are launched in response to social
trends or the development of new technologies, Ph.D.'S may be
employed in either managerial or production design and develop-
ment capacities. ,--

The American Institute of-Physics is engaged currently in -a-study
dealing with-the-employment outlook for physicists during the next
decade. Observers suggest that the job market has produced a
blurring of the boundaries separating theoretical physics, applied
physics and engineering. New careers may placepore of a premium-
on creative ess and adaptability than on disciplinary preparation.

phys'- is cited frequently as an exemplary discipline for the way
n

in which the changing job market is handled. Approximately 1,000
Ph.D.'s enter the job market each year roughly 25 percent of them
in academic research or teaching. Both national organizations and
academic departments are attuned to the nation's need; .and the
possibilities of oversupply. For the most part, career alternatives
are not viewed as widely different from traditional -placement
opportunities.

Specialties in -mathematics, statistics and computer science are,
not as actively concerned with career alternatives because the job
market is not drastic. chemistry openings in academic settings
have_ declined and are expected to decline ftirther, but since a large
percent of chemistry graduates are placed in industrial and govern-
ment research, the need for career options is not acute.

Job markets in entomology, botany, biochemistry and micro-
biology are seen as competitive but not unduly difficult for
doctorates in attractive specialties. Biochemists are needed in the
food industries; bbtanists au- employable in conservation and
environmental specialties insect ecology is a growing specialty in
entomology; and microbiologists may be the beneficiaries of job
markets that are still expariding.

Geologists may find employment in environmental studies or the
exploration, development, and management of nonrenewable
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resources. Geographers, with spbcialties such as cartography, satel-
lite analysis and remote 'sensing, are in sufficient demand to
warrant optimism among faculty advisers

Humanities and Arts
Reactions to the changing job market he been more strenuous

in the humanities than any other general area of advanced study.
Job placement has always depended heavily on academic labor
markets, and Ph.D.'s who specialize in philosophy, history,
literature or languages have traditionally been regarded as college
teachers. Such disciplines are still characterized by heavy teaching
loads, at the undergraduate level and limited opportunities for
research and scholarship in smaller institutions.

The activities of the Modern Language Association and the
American Histdrical Association in meeting the changing demands
of depressed job markets have been noteworthy. There have been
strong attempts to inform, prospective graduate students of limita-
tions in the job market, and there have been notable efforts to assist
in the placement of doctoral graduates. Also many academic
departments have re- emphasized' _responsibilities for place-
ment of graduaies. Adequate placement is no longer thought
possible either through centralized campus placement services or
word-of-mouth communications among faculty members. Profes-
sional societies within the humanities and arts show a ''varying
interest in placement efforts. The American philological Associa-
tion and the Archaelogical Institute of America, for example, run
joint placement services, but do not collect statistical information
on supply and demand.

Alternative careers are of obvious interest within many areas of
the humanities. Doctorates in history are now employed . in
museums, libraries and archives; 'philosophy majors with an
interest in logic are increasingly interested in computer applications
and design; and 'specialists in literature and foreign languageS
display a growing interest in .technicaL practical, or commercial
applications of their Specialties. The extent to -which new careers
are open in the humanities and arts, however, is quite-difficult to
determine. Doctorates in history, literature,. and languages by
virtue of being bright, articulate individuals may findemploy-
ment in literary or publishing occupations that are convergent with
academic careers, but it is not easy to specify options or alterna-
tives that follow naturally from coursework and study in graduate
schoo:. 'Yet, the humanities Ph.D. has perspectives and a concern
with values that are noticeable to corporationS seeking. better .

communication with the general public. Industrial training and the
brOad concern with adult deVelopment, executive stress and mid
career anxieties suggest roles that the humanities and arts may play



C' 11even ua y in corporate industry. For the present, however, move-
ment into such openings is dependent upon inThiiiclual
and adaptability, . 'Certain fields of art, 'on ,the other hand, are
applicable in community service or health service occupations. For
example, the visual arts can lead /rieW careers in gerontology and
recreation,, or to new applications in expressive therapy.,

1 Behavioral and Social Sciences'_

The behavidral'and social sciences have identified an array of
alternative careers in ecology, environmental, population and
quality-of-life issues. Concepts and methods in applied= areas of
psyChology, sociology, political science and economics are seen as
particularly relevant tti the issues as they have been defined for
purposes of policy planning and development: Disciplines within
this general area of advanced study also have many precedents for
work in human and social services as practitioners or professionals
in private practice.

The American Psychological ,Association has taken the lead in
discussing'careet opportunities for psyChologists in expanding and
emerging areas"6-while'the American Political Science Association
has provided a'guide for students and facility in "career alternatives
for political scientist.-7--.0ther disciplines have identified possibili-
ties in recreation and community services while still others', such as
anthropology, are able to place graduates, in areas dealing with
public policy issues. Many of these employment opportunitieg'ate
temporary, hoWever, and must be regarded as contract or -free
lance work that is primarily consultative imnature.

The, continuing expansion of government services provides
different possibilities for "political scientists, 'sociologists. and
psychologists. Criminal justice, civil justice, crisis intervention,
legal refOrm and court administration can be mentioned as job
openings that bring behavioral scientists into the nations
judicial system. Police departments, prisOns and juvenile detention
centers have frequently employed psychologists for aiagnostic,
consultative and training purposes; Drug and alcohol abuse
programs involve,-training and educational component's that are
compatible With the training and preparation of many behavioral
scientists.

Alternative careers are also seen in human resources develop-
ment, staff development, occupational safety, environmental
design, urban studies and business systems. The increasing concern
with consumerism suggests other possibilities that may eventually
use the talents of behavioral scientists more extensively. The
number of psychologists, politiCal scientists, sociologists and
economists working in the various phases of program evaluation



has obviously increased during the past decade. federal and state
legislation sponsoring social action programs increasingly require
forms of assessment or evaluation that almost dictate inter-
disciplinary approaches by behavioral and social scientists.

Professional and Applied Fields

Most of the disciplines represented in this general area still place
doctoral graduates in traditional career's, and the interest in
alternative careers will vary greatly from specialty to specialty.
Engineering, journalism, management science, forist resources' and
agricultural economics are indicative, therefore, of areas of special-,
ization in which the !ob Market is pictured quite differently from
that in the humanities or behavioral and social sciences: Doctorates
in applied specialtiei, such as food science, generally find suitable
openings within.the academic job market, and Ph.D.. graduates in
veterinary medical fields appear to have ample opportunities in
research or teaching as well as, new openings in wildlife manage-
ment, conservation and ecology.

Professional and applied fields, by their nature, are traditionally
oriented to non-academie labor markets and have benefited in many
"specialties from the depressed opportunities in other fields. None-
theless , practitioners make up a significant portion of most univer-
sity faculties, and teaching opportunities are not as abundant as
they have been in recent years.

Professional spe6alties in engineering and technology have been
studied closely by the National Science Foundation and diiplay a
particularly different career pattern. Technological innovations
and development remain important factors in a large number of
career patterns, and -engineers, as an occupational group, have
been frequently cite'd for their versatility and adaptiveness. The'

tachanging career pterns of engineering and technical specialties are
seen, nonetheless, in the promises of health systems biotechnology,
biomedical engineering, industrial biology, environmental health,
and numerous other cross-disciplinary approaches that blur
conventional distinctions "between the physical biological and
engineering 'sciences. No other professional specialties illustrate
better the interactions of subdisciplines, and the possibilities of
career options. Yet, engineering is one major fiild of specialization
where the projected supply remains lower than the plojected
deinand.

Agriculture and its related fieldsmay be mentioned as an -area in
which considerable optimism about the job market I can still be
encountered. Specialties or disciplines such as agronomy, horti-
culture, agricultural -engineering- and poultry science still provide"
doctoral graduates with choices of appreciable latitude. One factor



favoring the job market for doctorgtes is the industrial demand for
graduates at the master's level. Faculty, advisers believe it is often
advantageouS to the individual to enter the job market early and to
seek further training and graduate study w:nile employed. Contrary
to predictions of a few years ago, teaching positions have not
declined becauie of the decreasing demand for agricultural courses:.

Education is the ._most. noticeable example of a professional or
applied discipline in which the job market has become uncertain.
Alternative careers for eduCational doctorates, however, may be`
seen in industrial and, governmental openings that .. can utilize
educational expertise in training and developmerq capacities, .
Specialiits in curriculum development and instructional Metbods
may find openings in military organizations, 'government agencies
and corporate industry, media specialists may be
employed in librarieS, private research and service organizations,
and industrial training. Specialists in physical education may find
new careers in community service or piiblic recreation. Others,

such as educational psychologists and.counselors, may work in the
private sector as special consultants or go into private practice. ,

Business, industrial and financial management may be mentioned
as a professional o'r applied field with particular relevance for
career _alternatives.. Placement possibilities 4r career option's. in
many.' disciplines often -shake down to Management careers.
Resource development and utilization, as 'a major social concern,
suggest .Options for many specialties in the management of ref ew-
able resources (soil, water, air, plants and animals) and the cofi-iser-
vation of nonrenewable resources (fossil fuels and minerals)

PROGRAM CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS
There is irony perhaps in the fact that the Ph.D. has traditionally

been regarded as a general degree: and rfot as a specialized one
`Doctoral programs have not been purported 'to train or prepare
candidates.for specific teaching fields or for faculty positions as
such It is the college or university in its role of employer that has
placed such a high premium on the doctorate and ,not graduate
departments in their provisions for advanced learning and study.
Graduate education, however, has been notorious for its rigidity..
Graduate faculty believe that idvanced training and study should
be research-oriented and should take place: within a traditional
discipline where the doctoral candidate masters the basic structure
of that discipline and becornes something of a novitiate within a
community of scholars.

Entry to graduate work, depends not only on the opportunities
that are perceived in advanced study but on the lack of opportunity
seen in terminating one's education with a baccalaureate degree. If-



.opportunities and possibilities are unattractive upon the comple-
tion' of the bachelor's degree, many students will be receptive to
taking graduate work, whether or not attractive possibilities on
receipt of the doctorate are foreseen. The depression years of the
1930s suggest that graduate work, survives even whin its rewards
are hardly more noticeable thanthose at the undergraduate level.

New Clienteles.
A major determinant of program changes to meet new demands

is the increased rate of participation by women and minority
groups. If future rates of participation are higher than anticipated,
the status, mobility and professional advancement of new doctor-
ates may be altered appreciably, Women have received over 20
percent of the doctoral degrees conferred in the past five years.
Black Americans hive received over three percent, while other
minority groups combined, account for approximately eight
percent 8 Virtually all efforts to project supply and demand are
sensitive to the contingencies of increased' Participation by women
and minority groups, but it is not known hoW well projected trends
accommddate these contingencies.

Other conditions' bearing upon_ the, emergence of alternative
careers are the participation rates of older, part-time, or irregular

-graduate students; the extent to which Ph.D.'s will be acceptable to
community colleges that have avoided their employment, in the
pait; and the likelihood of success for, kinds '.of doctoral
degrees. The successful accommodation of part-time or irregular
graduate students will require more flexible scheduling than
gradtiate schools have permitted in the past, and institutional
interest in or commitment to the part-time or irregular student may
await satisfactory funding arrangements. Course scheduling_ has
been dictated by the needs of traditional, on-campus students, and
institutional resources are closely tied to full-tiMe students; Yet the
potential pool of nontraditional ,graduate students can_be_seen in_
the emphasis placed: on continuing education for professional,.
managerial and technical personnel in midcareer and the strong

,emphises on adult development and, career granges in general.
Increased pressures upon two-year or community colleges to

upgrade their teaching faculties may alter significantly the demand
for certain kinds of graduate work. If 'incentives -are given in the
form of salary increases tied . to advanced study, community
college faculty will undoubtedly seek additional graduate work.
The National Board on Graduate Education has recommended the
deVelOpment of cooperative programs between community colleges
and universities that will strike the right balance between disci-
plinary courses and instructional methods Alabama is one state
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that, has provided, incentive by regulations directly affecting the,
salaries of community college staff.10,

The implications of alternative graduate institutions and
programs-are difficult to draw. The emergence of Union Graduate
School, Nova UniVersity, and 'Walden University suggests the'
existence of needs that presumably are not being met through
traditional study, but the impact of these institutions is unknown.
Their creation .and popularity would appear to document the
peiceived needs of some degree candidates for individualized off-
campus instruction; greater participation in program planning and
course lelection; and more, practical, directly relevant forms of
research and study. Much the same can be said for graduate pro-
grams listed as innovative or experimental. One directory' 11 lists '-
over a hundred such programs and their requirements. The criteria
for such classification would seem to depend priMarily upon the
relavalion of,formal Or organizational requirements in instruction:
In brief, changes in the structural or organizational arrangements
of instruction, such as residency on campus, internships and prac-
ticums; and independent or individualized study, are more notice-
able than innovations in learning content and substance. The direc-
tion of change in the latter would -seem primarily to be toward
career-orientation and emphasis on service-learning,

Predictable React orts

The "glut' of Ph.D.'s" in the job market of the early ,1970s was
interpreted by some academic leaders as an opportunity to
strengthen both graduate education itself and the professional

-standards of college faculties. The unplanned growth and expan-
sion of the 1960s had produced unanticipated and undesired
consequences, 'and the changing job market way to be welcomed if
it could produce some much needed reform or stabilization,

Ways in which-graduate education might be strengthened are 1)
increased selectivity for admissions to graduate work, 2) reduced
time and effort in recruiting students, 3) improvement of student
advisement 'ancleTOunseling, and ,4) concerted efforts to review
graduate programs- for purposes of reducing nonproductive or
excessively costly programs.

The experience of some research universities during the early
1970s suggests that reduced _recruitment has been a more noticeable
reaction than increased selectivity or better recruitment practices.
Active recruitment of highly talented candidates has been increas-
ingly difficult with the diminished support of graduate educatipn
by the federal government and increased selectivity has not always

"-been "possible because of the candidates attracted to particular
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graduate institutions and programs. The changing attitude of the
federal government toward graduate education has been accompa-
nied by changing values and attitudes in undergraduate students
who at another time would be.highly sought candidates for doctor- ..

al programs. Professional education -fields, such as law.:and
medicine, have been =particularly` 'attractive to undergraduates
seeking ways to cope with social and environmental issues. By the
same token these same' issues have led to a negative reaction
toward science and technology by many students.

Improvements in the advisement of graduate students and better
supervision or direction in the preparation of doctoral dissertatione
are difficult to detect: Enrollments in many programs have not
dropped sufficientlY for these particUlar purposes;.and there is little

.certainty that graduate faculty will turn the use of spare time to the
plans and interests of their students.. Few impressions can be
gathered that graduate education has yet returned, or is about to
return, to the kind of close, personal relationships between faculty
mentors and students that is sometimes envisloned. Numbers
alone, if not the divergent interests and values1 oflaculty and
students, would suggest that graduate work will remain more
independent and individualized than undergraduate Mucation, but
it will not become "ideal."

Commendable effort may be seen in the review of doctoral
programs in graduate and ,research universities (see Chapter 4).
State governing boards and coordinating agencies have shown a
definite interest in Orograrn review because of the limited resources
available to higher education in- general and the competing
demands' of institutions 'and prOgrams.12 Forms of internal,' self=.-
initiated program review are increasingly evident, however, and
signify an appreciable attempt to "heal thyself. Internal review
procedures may include the advantages of self-study and the
benefits of outside consultants or visitors. Graduate departmenti
must gather and analyze the various kinds of data needed for
program review, and professional, colleagues in other departments
can rrender valuable assistance. through interviews with depart-
mental staff and graduate students.

Graduate Work at Other Levels
The changing demands made upon gradUate work at the doctoral

level have both obvious and hidden implications for advanced
study at other leVels. The master's degree has acquired a dubious
status during the years of rapid expansion at the doctoral level, but
the number of master"s awarded in the past decade suggests that the
degree continues to have a certain attractiveness or marketability
of its own.



The Council of Graduate Schools, has issued a policy statement
on the master's degree in which encouragement is given to the
strengthening and improvement of work at that level.13 Programs
for master's work shduld encompass a well-defined and recognized
area of advanced study and should be available to students seeking
levels of academic accomplishment_ substantially beyond the
baccalaureate degree. The master's would seem to be a level of -
graduate education at which both specialization and broad founda-
tions should be encouraged. It is in the opinion of many observers,
the ideal location for experimental or innovative approaches to
advanced study.

More important, perhaps the master's degree continues to serve
the educational needs of students seeking their first professional
degree in various fields. the Master of Social Work, (M.S.W.), the
Master of Business Administration (M:B.A.) and others are logical,
terminal degreei for their respective specialties, and graduate
programs offering such degrees-have 'usually resisted pressures to
upgrade their degree requirements, unnecessarily. The success of the
Master of Philosophy and the Master of Arts in.Teaching degrees,
both of which were originally intended to serve the needs of teach-
ing fatUlty, has been less notable. The Doctor of Arts degree only
recently has hein given a -Clean bill of health'. by the Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education.

Course Content and Substance
The extent to which doctoral programs are actively changing

course offerings and are content to meet new demands or expecta-
tions is .difficult to determine. A general impression- is readily
formed that institutions are actively considering program changes,
to accommodate new clienteles,. such as junior college faculty and
older, part-time students. Others are engaged in redefinitions of
specialized fields of study through mergers or combinations of
traditional majors, while still others are apparently interested in
strengthening the use of minor or collateral fields of _study. Higher
education as afield of study, for example, has become of interest to
doctbral 'candidates in traditional disciplines because it offers a
collateral specialty or complementary exposure 'that could prove
beneficial in the job market. The frequency with which doctorates
enter teaching fields is still sufficient to suggest that courses in
instructional methods or curriculum development can be an asset.
Opportunities for administrative positions are plentiful enough to
suggest that a background in academic organization and gover-
nance could be a decisive element in the candidate's credentials.

A more common response to changing circumstances in graduate
education may be the addition or deletion of specific courses and
re-directed emphases in instruction. The receptivity of academic



departments to courses or seminars in teaching methods is a notice-
able change on some university campuses. Where "methods of
instruction" once were thought unnecessary for bright, articulate

`graduate students, the depressed academic job market has brought
a better appreciation of teaching effectiveness as such, and more
willingness to -teach how to teach." The teaching 4ssistantship is
no longer sufficient for the development of teaching skills, and
seminars or workshops linking disciplinary concepts and instruc-
tional methods make increasing sense.

Other "add-on- Courses include efforts to provide subsidiary
skills and competencies in research, communication skills, or
project: _management and, general exposures to public policy
issues or concepts of professional development. The intent
obviodsly is to supplement the doctoral candidate's ,program of
specialization with career-relevant coursework that could be help-
ful in the job market. The success of such courses is as would be
expected, impossible to determine in the short run. Many may
suffer from forms of ad hoc panaceas that have not been successful
at the undergraduate level e.g. ethnic studies, female psycho-

. 'history, etc. but they do represent a -consideration of career
plac-ement on the part of academic departments and graduate
faculty.

The active consideration of new or different careers for doctoral
graduates and the reconstruction of courses or programs to serve
those careers vary greatly from academic discipline to discipline

d from institution to institution. Just as generalizations about
su ply and demand must be closely qualified by area of study, so
must attempts to summarize program changes. The encouragement
of new career patterns, however, will affect the choices and
decisio s made by doctoral candidates both in the selection of
coursew rk and in job seeking. Modifications in degree require-
ments, pr sram content, and course offerings will undoubtedly be
made as doctoral students seek employment in alternative occupa-
tions and make their success or satisfaction known to their former
mentors.

,.

The extent of pKogram changes within the physical and biological
sciences appears to. be dependent upon the perceived placement
opportunities within\ industrial and goyernmental markets. Disci-
plines evidently maintain a status quo when their graduates are
having no difficulty postdoctoral placement or when there
simply does not appear to be a significant non-academic market for
its graduates. Virtually all the physical and biological sciences may

,be described, however, as "increasingly sensitive" to industrial,al,
business and governmental s ctors of the job market,
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Program changes within the humanities include interdepart-
.

mental exchanges whereby students in history may take course-
work in libtary, sciences and students in Romance languages may
take courses in business or journalism: Some disciplines such as
philosophy, speech, and foreign languages have become greatly
interested in providing service ,courses for other disciplines. Such
courses can provide both an extended base of knowledge for
students majoring in other disciplines and maintain course enroll-

' ments within the service department. Comparative literature
courses have become quite attractive to olderr:part-time7students----
who desire only to follow their- _intellectual and recreational
Interests.

For the behavioral and social sciences, modifications in program
content or substance are seen in the broadening of subject matter
courses that will lessen the emphasis on speciulization, an increased
concern with sharpening research and applied skills, and different
distributional.requirements for minor or collateral studies. Course
content is revised in some instances to make its value more obvious
to both graduate students and prospective employers. Other efforts
include interdisciplinary approaches, to social and cultural issues
that place the discipline in better perspective.

No attempt Is, made to summarize program changes in
professional or applied fields. Change is .undoubtedly dependent
upon the peculiarities of specific professions, and generalizations
across professional specialties may be absurd. Many professional
or applied fields. have not experienced the shock waves felt in the
humanities, and the impetus, for program changes apparently

`comes from other sources. The, overall demand for professional
educationeducation has remained relatively high, and graduate students who
once sought traditional disciplines have been turning increasingly
to fields of study where the hope of tangible rewards has appeared
better founded.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The uncertain job market of the-1970S-hiiproduced an extensive

concern both_ildthin-the professional societies and in graduate insti-
tutions L. for the career placement of new doctorates As the
academic job market has tightened, the search for other career
options has intensified. Ph.D.'s are regarded as talented' and
versatile,- and they, are thought to have specialized 'skills and
competencies that should Eie of service in, non-academic. occupa-
tions_ With The continued possibility of a national ovemupply, new
doctorates must gain job opportunities increasingly- in industry,
business, government and other ,sectors of the non-academic job
market.



The overall picture for new careers, different options or other
alternatives varies greatly from discipline to discipline and from
specialty to 'specialty within the, separate disciplines. The broad,
general category of physical and biological sciences gives employ-
ment outlooks that are quite different from those in the humanities
and arts. The biological and social sciences differ in job, possibilities
from the larger category of professional or applied fields.

The resolution of career problems and issues requires coopera-
tion among national agencies, such as the National Science
Foundation, professional societies and associations representing the
various academic disciplines, and the graduate institutions supply-
ing the nation's doctorates. All three have vested interests in the
national supply and demand of Ph.D.'s, and the overall process
must be studied more systematically.. Graduate institutions need
better information about the placement of their own graduates;
_professional societies need better monitors for the dips and swings

-0 of job market&; and federal agencies need a closer working relation-
ship with other agencies and institutions. are obviously
concerned with similar or related problems.

By virtue of their, talents.and advanced study, Ph.D.'s Must be
regarded as a national commodity, and graduate institutions,
professional societies and federal agencies must address the issue in
terms of national needs. Regional and state, variations are evident,
however, and should not be ignored in program planning, develop-
ment and evaluation.

Program changes in graduate_educat ion are diverse and extensive-
but may not addresi career pr, oblems and issues as directly as they
should. Some suspicion must be expressed that many of the career
options and alternatives explored in the 1970s are strictly stop-gap
measures Some observers believe that many Ph.D.'s will remain in
non-academic positions only until such time when suitable academic
appointments become available. But there is also reason to believe
that experience in non-academic employment could benefit these
returning Ph.D.'s immensely. Graduate education has been a
cloistered experience in many respects, anchlthe present concern
with alternative possibilities is not without beneficial effects upon
the overall perspective of Ph.D.'s.

Program changes in graduate education will undoubtedly
-continue on an incremental of gradual basis. Visionary re(9rms are
neitheT urgent nor likely. Distinct advantages should accrue,
howevkr, if continued program changes include a systemic concern ,

for instructional improvement both in the conduct of gradUate
courses aria in the preparation of graduate students who will enter
the academic labor market. Other program changes should be
made with continued sensitivity to the caprices of job market and
placement opportunities.
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CHAPTER FOUR

INFLUENCING ACADEMIC

OUTCOMES

THE POWER AND IMPACT OF
STATEWIDE PROGRAM REVIEWS

JAMS FL MINGLE

Pessimistic projections of the need for new faculty leadinevitably
to the questions :What can be done about it? Will the market adjust
itself? Will the institutions responsible for the production of new

-faculty adjust themselves? What can and should statewide planners
and decision makers do?

This chapter is concerned with the states' response to the
question, -What can be done?" Its basic assumption is that neither
market forces nor the institutions acting alone will alleviate the
problem fully. The states' options to confront these difficult and
complex questions are several; but none of them are thoroughly
satisfying.

Statewide planning and evaluation of higher education have
developed tmidly in recent years with authority settling primarily
in the handy of regulatory coordinating boards and central govern-
ing boards_ Their ability to influence the academic outcomes of
institutions, however, is constrained both; by knowledge and long'
standing traditions of academic freedom and institutional autono-
my. State planning agencies can implement change through analyt-
cal studies and budget recommendation; but the effect of these

actions is limited. For the most part, higher education continues to
Be funded on an incremental basis last year's budget is the base
for, this year's, leaving little flexibility. FOrmUlas are equity devices
designed to distribute funds according to shares of enrollment, not



academic outcomes. Institutional management prerogatives usually
prohibit much direct control by states over the allocation of dollars
to specific programs and objectives. Analytic studies and man-
power projections done by state agencies, while valuable tools,
depend on the more indirect poweriof information and "fact" to
influence. FindingS which demonstrate the need for new kinds of
graduates and a declining need for others can be and are sometimes
ignored.

The power to approve new programs and review and terminate
existing ones is a different matter, however. But review of academ-
ic programs, even when carried out by the higher education com
munity itself, is a highly sensitivlsobject. Intrusion into questions
of quality and institutional freedom as well as the potential power
of program review are involved. Aspirations of growing institu-
tions can be limited, other institutions expanded-
cooperation mandated and programs terminated. These decisions
can bring about sweeping and Often painful changes in the institu-
tions which experience there. Used wisely though, program
approval and review powers can be higher education's most effec-

-thte-tool for rational planning/and accountability.
A number of states, through coordinating and consolidated

governing or system board, have undertaken academic program
reviews of' their institutions' existing programs. In some states,
review has been limited to public institutions; in alew, both public
and private have been included. A variety of approaches have been
used, stemming from different rnotiVations and using different
criteria for evaluation. Brief summaries of activities in Florida,
Virginia, TenOssee, Kentucky and New York, and a more detailed
study of the recent review in Louisiana, describe approaches taken.
These examples suggest two distinct types of review : quantitative
ones concerne&primarily with degree productivity; and qualitative
ones concerned with a broader set of criteria ---- duplication,
efficiency, need 4nd effectiveness.

Central to this inquiry are the answers to questions about the
efficacy of statewide k-eview and its impact on institutions, both
intended and unintended, as well as its, relationship to manpower
considerations, cot swings, planning arid coordination, and quali-
tative improvemen

SEL TED STATE REVIEWS

Virginia
Virginia's review o exis ing programs, conducted by the State

Council of Higher Eli cation, is limited to quantitative factors,
namely, degree prodr 'yity. With community college programs
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reviewed one year and senior level programs the following year,
the Council conducts its review of public institutions once each
biennium. Quqiitative evaluation, the Council notes, is at least as
importnt" as degree productivity, but the responsibility to assess
quality rernainslwith the institutions.1

first step in Virginia's evaluation is the tabulation of degrees
conferred in each program at each level and calculation of the
average per year over several years. The review allows for recogni-
tion of start-up time for new programs, exempting, for example,
doctoral programs begun Within the past four years. Using an
annual average over five years, bachelor's programs are expected
to produce five degrees per year; master's programs, three; and
doctoral programs, tWo. Programs which do not meet these levels
can be justified for continuance on the basis of service to other
programs (courses offered by one program but used by other pro-
grams) and/or research projects underway.

Since 1974, Virginia's quantitative review has resulted in the
termination of 143 programs, including 10 at the doctoral level.
The cost impact, however, has been minimal. With few students
and few resources devoted to low productivity programs, little
direct saving is achieved by termination. Library budgets are af-
fected, however, since they are explicitly tied to the number of pro-
grams by level.

Tennessee

Tennessee's efforts to review existing- programs have also been
quantitative in nature. Initiated by the Tennessee Higher Education
Commission (THEC)An 1974 and conducted again in 1977, the
reviews consisted of identification of programs at all levels with
low degree productivity, followed by independent evaluatios by
the two institutional governing boards in the state. Programs are
classified as low-producing according to level, age of the proda%
and average number of graduates during a four-year period. Fo
example, associate degree programs in existence for longer than
four years with average degree production of less than 10 graduates
were included in the low production list in 1977. Likewise, doctoral
programs over six years old with less than an average of three
graduates peryear were included.

The two governing boards have developed additional criteria to
evaluate low-producing programs, including standards for faculty .

load, cost per student credit hour, utilization of courses in other
programs and "headcount" enrollment of majors. The, review in
1977 produced a list of 293 low-producing programs (about 30



percent of all programs offered in the state). Of this number, the
governing boards chose to terminate 11 programs, consolidate 13
additional ones and continue to -monitor 140 other programs for
either one-year or three-year in-depth reviews.

As the Tennessee Commission notes in the summary report of
the review, the elimination of low-producing programs does not
necessarily mean cost savings. By definition, these programs have
few students and generate few dollars through the formula system
in Tennessee which links enrollment directly to appropriations.
The cost impact of the 11 programs eliminated was estimated by
THEC at $35,630, an amount, which represented the estimated ap-
propriation generated by these programs for FY 1978-79, had the
programs been operational in fall, 1977. Eight of the programs
terminated had zero cost impact, representing situations "where the
production of graduates was virtually nonexistent (and) the institu-
tions had already reallocated the faculty positions to more viable
programs. "?

Florida
Florida is an example of a state which has evolved from a review

dominated by quantitative factors to one which is primarily quali-
tative in nature Initiated and conducted by the ,State University
System (SUS) in Florida (a central governing board for all public
senior institutions), program review prior to 1975 was limited to an
annual analysis of degree productivity at different levels. Under-
productive programs were placed on probation- and if they
remained underproductive for three consecutive evaluations, were
subject to in-depth study (which included- qualitative considera-
tions) and possible termination.

The procedure produced substantial opposition among faculty
and administrators in the institutions, who argued that the princi-
pal purpSse, despite the qualitative aspectS, was to terminate
programs. Further, they objected strongly to applying the term
"probation" to the underproductive programs identified by the
Regents' staff. While the term may have had appeal to legislators,
and possibly to the lay public, in the minds of the faculty it left the
program with a stigina from which it was difficult to recover.3

Beginning in 1976, the review of programs in Florida was sub-
stantially altered. Now in the first cycle of a five-year continuous
process, SUS has undertaken the review of all programs in its insti-
tutions. Reviews are conducted of programs, across all levels, at
the same time. While discontinuance of programs is one possible

`outcome, the emphasis has shifted to qualitative considerations,
which can mean enhancement as' well as terration and other
options. Unlike the pre-1976 evaluations, outside consultants now
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play a major role in the process, a change which the System office
notes has greatly increased the cost of evaluation.

Evaluations =began with teacher education and engineering
programs in 1976; along with the independent studies and external
degree programs offered in two institutions: By spring, 1978,
reviews had also been completed in oceanography and marine
science, foreign languages, classics, linguistics and nursing.

The Board of Regents has accepted a wide-rangi.ig set of recom-
mendations from the review process thus far. In place of a pro-
posed new engineering program, the engineering review recom-
mended a consortium arrangement for the southeast Florida area.
In teacher education, some doetorJ programs will be phased out
(Florida Atlantic University and the University of South Florida)
and w-recommendation was adopted which aimed to limit under-
graduate education enrollments statewide. As a result of the
program review, the Institute of Oceanography was directed to
revise its plans to include participation of private institutions. The
Board also adopted the recommendations' of the consultants to
phase out a bachelor's program in nursing at Florida International
University.

Kentucky

Kentucky's review of programs falls into the qualitativecategory.
Begun in 1976, the review was limited to doctoral programs in the
two institutions which offer programs at that level the Universi-
ty of Kentucky and the University of Louisville. The review was
conducted by a panel of consultants drawn from outside the state.4

The institutions were asked to submit selected data about all of
their doctoral programs and, from these, a number were selected
for intensive review which included on-campus visits. The panel
chose to hold on -site evaluations of all of the University of Louis7
ville programs and a selected number at the University of Kentucky.
The panel, in its own words, focused on quality but `inevitably"
was also concerned with other criteria, such as need, costs and
benefits.5

Panel consultants did not make specific recommendations on dis-
continuance, but recommended, in some cases, that programs be
markedly improved or suspended" until a furtlie12, "expert"

evaluation could be conducted. A small group of programs att both
the University of Louisville and the University of Kentucky fell into
this probationary category. The -expert" evaluations were not
conducted, however; the Council decided to postpone action nd
study more closely the question of need for the programs bef
proceeding. Following the doctoral reviews, the Council also cho
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to expand its review to the bachelor's and master's level so that
decisions about A-particular program would benefit from evaluation
at all levels,

The panel found that most doctoral programs in the state were
relatively small and involved minimal cost, although they admitted
that cost was difficult to determine, especially since evaluation had
been concerned only with the doctoral level of degree program-s.

Program review in Kentucky was part of an overall effort to
revise the "role and mission" statements of the state's universities in
an effort to make them more specific and eliminate duplicative
efforts. The principal conflict came over the respective roles of the
University of Kentucky and the University of Louisville, both of
which fought hard to prevent any restriction on their current
operations and future aspirations.. Initial proposals that called for
designation of the University of Louisville as the state's "urban
university" (which implied a more limited-array of programs)
brought significant opposition from both of the institutions. The
University of LoUisville objected by arguing that the state should
expand, not contract, doctoral education. Furthermore, the
University of Kentucky objected to Louisville's designation as the
urban" institution as a possible basis for restricting its own
offerings. -The final compromise reassured the University of Ken-
tucky of its responsibility to offer programs in all fields," while
Louisville was told that the criterion in terminating programs
would not be duplication with University of Kentucky programs,
but whether these programs fit the institution's -urban" mission. In
the words of one observer, it was a compromise which designated
Louisville as "more than a regional university_ , but less than the.
University of Kentucky."

New York

Postsecondary education in New York is preS'ided over by a
Board of Regents which has the responsibility for planning and
coordination, registration of institutions and program approval for
both public and private institutions. The Regents appoint the
Commissioner of Education, Who is the chief executive officer of
the State Education Department. There are two statutory public
institutional,governing boards in the state one for the State
University of New .York (SUNY), consisting of .35 two -year institu-
tions and 29 senior institutions; and one.lor the City University of
New York (LUNY):

Through the staff of the New York State Education DiPartment,.
the Board of Regents became increasingly concerned With the
evaluation of doctoral education in the early 1970s. in 1972, the-
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Regents announced the creation of a Commission on Doctoral
Education which released its report in 1973. Among other recom-
mendations, the "Fleming Commission,- as it came to be known,
recommended that the Regents undertake comprehensive evalua-
tion procedures for its doctoral programs.°

The Board initiated a review procedure using outside consultants
in 1973, beginning with seventeen Ph.D. programs in history. In
the next two years, reviews were also completed in astronomy,
English and physics,

The resulting terminations at both public and private institutions
shocked and angered the institutions, especially the Board of
Trustees of SUNY who went to the state Supreme Court to chal-
lenge the Regents' authority to terminate the English and history
doctoral programs at the Albany campus. The case was resolved in
1977 in favor of the Regents' action to terminate.

While program review as conducted by the Regents was not
specifically tied to budgetary considerations, neither was it un-
related. Both the state in general and the public university system
were undergoing a financial crisis of the first magnitude during the
period..

Senior institutions in the SUNY system were also conducting
program reviews during this period of retrenchment in New York.

. Emmett B. Fields who assumed the presidency of SUNY- Albany in
1975.(now president of Vanderbilt) talked to a group of Southern
legislators about the impact of that retrenchment on his institution
and the use of program review to carry it out.7

Fields noted that when the executive budget _was published for
1976-77, 'SUNY-Albany found, that it was scheduled. to lose 118
positions and nearly $L8 million from its base budget of $44
million. (The budget had been reduced by $1.2 million the previous
year.) The institution was faced with a double problem. Not only
was it necessary to make these mandated cuts, but long-term
planning meant' that additional funds would need to be freed to
enhance other programs.

An administrative and faculty task force was able, within a
mbrith's time, to put together a plan which not only managed the
mandatory, cuts but freed additional resources for program en-
hancement. The task force established a system of program priori-
ties, using five criteria: 1) program quality; 2) centrality the
degree to which a program represented 'a basic and traditional
discipline; 3) potential for the prOgram to "address policy issues,`" a
mission which the institution had recently adopted as its new
direction; 4) student demand; and 5) cost.

The Task Force recommended to the Commissioner that 20
degree programs be terminated at SLJNY-Albany. Included were



eight bachelor's programs, the elimination of several whole depart-
ments, and the entire School of Nursing. In all, about a sixth of the
institution's program offerings were eliminated. In addition, a
number of administrative offices were recommended for termina-
tion, reorganization or reduction of personnel.

The recommendations were accepted by both the Chancellor and
the Board of Trustees of SUNY. The legislature passed the
Executive Budget with one adjustment.

SUNY-Albany was able to respond so quickly and effectively to
financial retrenchment because of a program review initiated and

---- ongoing since 1970. Ninety-four separate evaluations had been
conducted. Through a system of external peer review and the
development of a sophisticated data base, the institution had
managed to arrange its priorities and respond to budget cuts. The
institution notes, however, that it was its own review, not the
Regents', which allowed for the quick response.

Louisiana
72-

The Louisiana Board of Regents, successor to the Louisiana
Coordinating Council, was created in 1974. It serves as the state-
wide coordinating agency for postsecondary education. While its
name implies central governance, institutions are actually managed
by three constitutionally-mandated governing boards. The Board
of Regents, however, holds constitutional authority for planning
and coordination, and all proposed and existing degree programs
are subject to Board approval.

The Board of Regents chose to exercise its power to review
existing programs within the first year of its existence. The problem
of duplication of doctoral programs was viewed as especially acute.
Louisiana, by 1975, had distributed doctoral education among
seven different public institutions, in addition to the doctoral pro-
grams -at independent Tulane, and Was facing aspirations for
doctoral education from other institutions as well. Planners
compared their state in this respect to other Southern states of
similar size and resources which had only one, two or three
doctoralgranting schools.

Motivations to initiate the review were a mixture of concern over
cost and efficiency, the employment market ,for graduates, and the
quality of the programs. Initially, however, questions of cost and.,
need appeared to dominate the thinking of the Board. Planning for
the review of dorctoral programs was done by the staff of the Board
of Regents. Time was a critical factor the staff had Set a goal of
completing the review of all doctoral programs in the state by the
spring of 1976 Borrowing heavily from the few states which had
undertaken qualitative reviews (especially New York), the staff put
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together a review process which began with the duplicated pro-
gramsand then moved on to the unduplicated ones. Institutions
completed "self-study" reports for each of their programs by
providing data on a number of program elements, including
structure, student characteristics, personnel, curriculum, facilities,
library resources and finances. The qualitative evaluation was
conducted by visiting teams of consultants from outside the state.
The teams evaluated all of the doctoral programs in Louisiana in
their respective fields.

Consultants were selected by contacting- the national profes-
sional associations and submitting lists of names to the institutions
for their additions and deletions. After examining the self-study
reports and making one-day campus visits, consultants submitted
written reports to the Board and the institutions, who were asked
td respond. As evaluations were received, the Regents held public
hearings, reviewed staff recommendations and then took action,

Review teams completed the last evaluation in March, 1978.
Despite missing their somewhat unrealistic dedline, the Board
carried, out a large undertaking in a surprisingly 'short period of
time. The Board by the end of 1977 had made decisions on a total
of 76 separate doctoral programs in the state (programs at Tulane
were also reviewed but no action was taken on these reports).
Another score of programs await decision, pending reports from
the review teams. The tally, thus far, is 20 terminations, 48
programs to .r.,e "maintained and strengthened," and eight programs
awarded a special commendation of excellence.

None of the institutions escaped the Regents' review without at
least one of its doctoral programs being terminated, However,
there exist stark contrasts in the views of institutions regarding
program review in Louisiana. Institutional perspectives of the
process are influenced by their view of the outcomes. This differ-
ence of opinion exists within single institutions as well, depending
strongly on the impact of the review on the individual's own
department or unit, More important,- the impact of the Regents'
review beyond the immediate outcomes of termination or cornmen-
Dation was considerably different from institution to institution.

LSU:Baton Rouge, which as a whole views the Regents' review in
positive terms, finds its position in the state greatly strengthened.
While the institution lost a doctoral program in political science,
saw its Ph.D. programs in business consolidated, and suffered
strong criticism of its education programs, it also had programs
commended, some of which the consultants proclaimed as among
the best in the country.

For some of the regional institutions, the impact of the termina-
flans and their response to the evaluation has been more negative.
The review has meant not only program terminations but broader
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implications for the character of these institutions and their aspira-
tions for the future. Mc Neese State University in Lake Charles lost
all of its doctoral programs when its education programs were
terminated. Northeast-Louisiana University in Monroe, which also
lost its education doctorates, was left with only the doctor of
pharmacy degree. At Louisiana Tech University in Ruston, where
programs in economics and rriaffirnalics v:ere- -i=i--nin-ated, the
institution was left with doctorates in engineering and business
administration.

Without any of their programs being commended for excellence,
these institutions had little to alleviate the sting of criticism brought
about from terminations. The public nature of the review process
and its reporting in the state and national press added to the sense
of injury felt by some personnel in these institutions.

Institutional Impact

Let us examine more closely the institutional impact of the
Regents' review at two institutions in the state LSU-Baton Rouge,
the state's only comprehensive university, which underwent 48
separate doctoral reviews; and Northeast Louisiana University, in
Monroe. a regional institution and newcomer to doctoral education
which had doctoral programs evaluated in its College of Education'
and pharmacy program.8

The sheer number of doctoral programs reviewed at LSU-Baton
Rouge meant that the extensiveness of the review process was con-
siderably greater than in any other Louisiana institution. During
some periods, consulting teams were visiting the campus at the rate
of one per week, an intense and time-consuming experience for the
individuals involved.

The effect of the review went well beyond the specific actions
taken by the Board and reported in the press. Administrators and
deans at LSU-reported a variety of impacts on curriculum, tenure
decisions, allocation of funds and general quality of doctoral
programs. Efficiency and concern over duplicative programs may
have been the spur to start the review, but the nature of the process
itself quickly changcl the focus, External consultants, after all, are
drawn from the disciplines they axe charged with evaluatirig. Their
focus at LSU, while not excluding productivity and need factors,
was more on the qualitative aspects of graduate education.

Cost saving has not been one of the outcomes of the review,
however. As one administrative officer put it, "You save money by
terminating people, not programs." In political science, where a
doctoral program was terminated, the master's program remains
and the institution has chosen to strengthen the program and to
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submit a new proposal. The programs terminated in the business
school were actually consolidations, with no change in enrollment
or resources.

This lack of cost saving does not diminish the review's impact.
Program review at LSU undoubtedly served as a catalyst for a great
deal of internal change in the institution. In some cases, the reports
of the consultants confirmed the finding_ s of institutional reviews of
the past and provided the necessary leverage to administrative
officers to carry out the reform. An internal review conducted by
the institution had concluded, for example, that four doctoral pro-
grams in business should be consolidated, offering one doctoral
degree instead of separate degrees from 'each of the departments of
management, finance, marketing and quantitative methods. These
consolidations did not limit program availability separate
departments still exist. Administrators believe, however, they are
More cooperative and integrative in their efforts.

Internal reallocation appears to be an inevitable outcome of the
review process, even when terminations do not take place. When
review reports are released they indicate both the strong and the
weak. This creates political pressures for reallocation of resources
which the institution may find difficult to contradict.

While the rapidity of the process caused problems for LSU, it did
pro4ide deans with the advantage of having an evaluation of all
their programs at the same point in time. They now had some basis
to judge the relative value of competing demands among their
departments. Deans, one respondent noted, are always in a posi-
tion of evaluating requests for additional resources outside their
own areas of expertise. While administrators implied that realloca-
tion took place as the result of the consultants reports, they were
also quick to note the minimum degree of such reallocation because
of the small degree of flexibility allowed in the institutional budget.

The consultants reports do not provide much help, however, in
answering the question of whether to reward the strong or to
strengthen the weak. In all the program evaluations conducted at
LSU, consultants concluded that programs were underfunded.
Even the geography program, proclaimed as superior, was said to
be underfunded.

Review at LSU also stimulated a number of personnel changes.
The added emphasis that the review brought to questions of quality
made a definite impact, administrators and deans believe, dn.the
quality of tenure recommendations made by- faculty and depart-
ment chairmen. Standards for tenure had become distinctly tighter.
Three of the institution's deans had been replaced during the review
period, a change that one senior level administrator telt was related
to the added emphasis on quality. In the College of Education, a
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new dean had been appointed in the summer of 1976, as the
external review began; in addition, the school had also changed its
personnel policies as the result of the consultants' report (v.-!nch
supported conclusions made by previous reviews that had been
ignored). Qualifications for Membership on the graduate faculty
were strengthened and some faculty were relieved of this responsi-
bility. In other schools and departments, a few faculty members
were encouraged to retire early.

One senior academic administrator believed that the most positive
impact of the review was closely related to this question of quality.
The faculty of the institution Iliad forgotten their accountability to
their peers as he phrased, it -their membership in a national
community of competence.- While accountability to the state may
have been the motivation for initiating the review, it is accountabil-
ity to In and the discipline Which dominated the outcomes.

Cooperation, a persistent theme of the consultants' reports, was
also affirmed by mandates frOrn the Board of Regents to LSU. The
College of Business Administration was charged with seekin5 ways
of enhancing cooperative efforts with Tulane's business program in
New Orleans. One dean noted, however, great faculty resistance to
arrangements which call for travel back and forth between two
institutions. Cooperation costs money, he cautioned, something
the Regents had not provided when they urged this approach.

A mandate for a consortium arrangement for doctoral programs
in education was also issued by the Board of Regents. The con-
sulting team which reviewed education doctorates Found all five
programs in the state lacking On qualitative measures and recom-
mended that only two of the programs those at LSU-Baton
Rouge and at the University of New Orleans be retained. They
also suggested that a consortium arrangement be formed. The
Board of Regents, which as a had closely followed the con-
sultant recommendations, chcise not to terminate the education
programs at Northwestern State University in Natchitoches, while
letting stand the recommendations to phase out operations at
Northeast Louisiana and McNeese State Universities. This decision
to vary from the consultant's reports, as=we shall see, was hotly
contested by Northeast, which claimed that other criteria besides
quality were behind the decision to terminate its programs and

= allow Northwestern's programs to continue.
As for the impact on LSU's educationprograrn. it was by no

means Minimized by the fact that termination was avoided. The
openly conducted program review generated a great deal of interest
in the press in the area of education (and surprisingly little interest
in other areas). Public hearings were held and the consultants'
reports, kinlike in the New York review, were made available to the
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public and press. While the _report on education at LSU was
graceful,- in the words of one dean, it nevertheless was also

"condemning:" The criticism of education programs in general also
greatly affected LSU. Wide publicity and an ensuing public loss of
confidence is still felt within the institution. Faculty within the
College of Education at LSU are reported to be polarized, with the
old guard remaining pa-gsive or resentful about the outcomes of the
review and the new faculty hired since the corning of the new dealt'
anxious to leave the stigma of the past behind.

As for the consortium, which is to include LSU, the University of
New Orleans and Northwestern, its future is uncertain. While an
elaborate plan for resource sharing has been put together on paper,.
the operational details appear unclear to those involved. The con-
sortium, which is still in the study stage, was devised as a vehicle
for further eliminating duplication which exists among the three
institutions. Instead of being directed by the Board, the institutions
are being asked to divide up the, specialization pie among them-
selves. Whether they will be able to do so is problematical, says one
administrator at LSU.

The impact of the Regents' review at Northeast was considerably
different than at LSU -Baton Rouge. The reaction to the decision to
terminate all of the institution's doctoral programs in education has
been overwhelmingly negative from staff in the affected programs
and from institutional administrators. To Northeast, any benefits
of evaluation, if they exist, are obscured by a perception of long-
term negative consequences from the terminations. Oppos'tion
raised by the event has yet to subside more than two years after
the visit of the evaluation team.

The institution' believes the Regents had a "prior agenda" which
mandated termination of doctoral programs at the regional institu-
tions and prevented objective qualitative evaluations of their
programs'. The visiting team of consultants, they asserted, were
also biased against regional universities, and the result was a
review which was flawed in fact and judgment; the consultants and
the Regents did not believe that quality doctoral education could be
conducted at this type of institution. In recommending that the
education programs at Northeast be terminated, the visiting team
cited its lack of "potential" for developing into a nationally recog-
nized program and recommended that the LSU and University of
New Orleans programs be retained "not because they now have the
best programs, but because they have the potential for develo )ing
good programs."9

Beyond the criticism of the consultants' reports, Northeast
reacted strongly to the Regents' decision to maintain the program at
Northwestern, while letting stand the recommendations on its
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programs. If an education doctorate was to be kept in the northern
part of the state, which the Regents had concluded was necessary,

' then both the objective data and the visiting team's evaluation, the
,

institution believed, supported placing it at Northeast. The Regents
let their decision stand, however. citing Northwestern's origins as
the former Louisiana Normal School and a long history of teacher
training.

The major impact of the Regents' review on Northeast, as well as
on some of the other regional institutions, has been an acute sense
of declining prestige and fear for the future. The institution sees the
possibility of other graduate proteams being threatenid, as the
Regepts embark on their second series of reviews 7- of :master's-
programs. There-is fear, if not yet :i-eality,qthat research- oriented
faeUlty will le?ve the institution and affect the quality, of other'
graduate programs.

In the College of Education, two faculty members have left the
institution both high quality, research-oriented_faculty. One an
administrator noted, was hired by 'the College of Education at LSU.
As for the immediate futuie, no new hiring is planned, with
vacancies from resignations and retirements filled in-house.

Recovering from the pain of termination and findini'a new direc-
tion is the challenge facing faculty and administrators of Noitheast.
The Regents' new Master Plan which calls upoirNortheist and
other-regionals to develop a wider range of two-year programs (the
Ftajy..1:r as no public community college system) has not yet filled the

d left by the aftermath of doctoral program review.

CONdpSION

The descriptiorrInd analysis of program, review in the states
examined -- Virginia, Tennetsee, Florida, Kentucky. New York
and Louisbna provide the base for offering some qualified
answers to questions about the Purposes rid import of program
review.

Can manpower projections be applied
to i:;-te program revs;r?w process?

This is Inc most central question ttz be .5ked about program.
review in light of the projections of subs! al supply,ancl demand
imbalances discussed in Chapter L

The answer is a qualified yes. ProjectiOs,,of the declining need
for new faculty strongly support the argument for doctoral
program review and the necessity of establishing priorities,



especially when coupled with the prospects of fiscal retrenchment.
The severity of the problem suggests that some segments of higher
education could undergo substantial cutbacks in the number of
graduate programs without overreacting to these supply-demand
imbalances_ While global projections, such as those in Chapter 1,
provide a 'conteXt for general review of doctoral programs, the
projections of the National Science Foundation, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, the Modern Langya e Association and others
point to specific troubled disciplines.

The ability of decision makers to use specific znanpow(a studies
as operational criteria is limited, however. There are -4bther
important outcomes of education and broader \definitions of need
than merely the employment success of !AradUates. Further, there
are political problems in employing manOwer or need criteria. For
areas where broad consensus exists that too rnanx programs are
producing too many unneeded graduates, need criteria can be
effectively employed. This is more likely to be the cas_ in profes-
sional areas where there is a closer correspondence between the
particular degree and spec fic jobs.

Need criteria were employed with education programs in Louisi-
ana, but were not used in evaluating arts and science programs_ By ,

strer-sing qualitative criteria with these programs, the Regents
diffu5ed a great deal of opposition to their review. Who could
disagree with quality? asked an LSU dean. The "need" 'for LSU's
political science doctorate would have been hotly coltested,
however, on grounds unrelated to the employment of graduates.
The use of outside consultants may inadvertently, yet inevitably,
switch the focus to qualitative concerns and away from manpower
ant-) efficiency. criteria. Despite initiation and supervision of a
review by a state agency, much, in terms of control, may be
relinquished to the consultants. Boards can make decisions
contrary, to consultants' reports, but this raises opposition and
leaves the agency open- to criticisms of ''political- maneuvering. If
agencies have closely analyzed existing manpower studies or con-
ducted their o,vn, this opposition can be countered with data
Further, decisions made solely on the basis of quality become dif-
ficult without some conception of need. If programs are low in
quality, are they to be terminated or strengthened? Need, in this
case, can be the decisive factor.

While better "needs assessment" by state planning agencies will
assist evaluators and dicisiorrinakers in program review, there will
continue to be disputes abc6 the importance of manpower
information, especially in the 'traditional arts and science ,areas.
Even in cases where wide consensus exists that supply greatly
e.ceeds demand, faCulty and institutions will argue for a wider



definition of need. S ate planners and manpower planners tend to
place much greater e phasis on the job rnarkeft-than aeademicians,
who May: see the employment- of graduates as a poor second or
third on their list of iMportant academic outcomes.

IIs program review a cost- cutting Measure?

Probably_ not, if are considering immediat cost savings.
Louisiana, for example, assured its institutions that for a five-year
period after termination of, a program, the instituti n would suffer

ryno budgetary cuts ali the result of termination and subsequent loss
of enrollment. WhiI# this provision comforted th institutions; in
some cases it may have been unnecessary. N4rthe st, for example,
expected no iirimedfate droP in enrollment as a essillt of termina-
tions. Doctoral students already enrolled may inue, and the

11institution exPects a shift to education specialis degree programs
by those who forme. ly would have enrolled in d ctoral programs.

States which use nly 'measures of degree utput to evaluate
program adequacy ay often limit their review to programs which e'

are already low cos . The most likely place t .find savings is in
programs with high, levels of enrollment an degree production,
which quantitative evaluations exclude. Furth r, formulas based on
enrollMent provide no incentive for the main enance of high cost,
low enrollment programs, although institu ions can choose to
ignore the formula. This is most often done ith programs which
are viewed as `central to the instituti fission, regardless'of
student enrollment.

In cases where low-producing programs do have high per student
costs but low total costs (a few faculty teaching even fewer
stu;fmnts), then terminating the program effe is few "savings." If,
on the other hand, the program, is using subst ntial resourceslor a
few students, savings are possible. These sa ings, however, are
seldom -retired." Faqulty are shifted to other p ograms ---- from the
doctor it to the mastr s level, for example r as they leave the
institution, budget lirfes are transferred to other epartments.

The New York experience, however, is evid ce 'that program
review can be used as a cost-cutting tool when he cuts are man-

/ dated by the state. Instead of applying acros -the-board cuts,
which have been ,_t e traditional way of respo\nding to fiscal
retrenchment_ Albany used program revie' as a priority
setting device to deter ire cuts. The terminations i this case were
extensive enough to e iminate whole departments a d schools (as
opposed to program ) and this effect real savi gs. Clearly,
program review is a raional way to respond to hard ti es



Even outside the context of mandated savings, program review
in the long term can be viewed as a "savings" effort. Evaluation
which eliminates unnecessary duplication and limits the aspirations
of institutions has the potential, if not for cutting costs, at least of
slowing the rate of growth. Combined with planning which speci-
fies_,lnslit utional_rnissions, Programreview- providesneede-d
information to make decisions about new proposals. Questions
about the need for and the strength of existing graduate, programs
are critical to decisions on new proposals.

Can program review improve efficiency
and increase productivity?

Efficiency and productivity can be increased, even though cost
savings are not realized. Priority setting, the principal outcome of a
qualitative review, proVides an excellent rationale for internal
reallocation. Further, increases in qualitative productivity are the
presumed if not measured outcomes of the changes which
coAsultants-recornmend. Those recommended changes usually
mean, however, increases in resources for the program throbgh
reduced teaching loads and smaller and more specialized classes.

While institutions will use evaluations which call for more
funding to argue publicly for greater resources, their administrators
will admit privately to the great stimulus which the review process
alone provides for increased faculty productivity. Those praised
are motivated to reach even greater heights, while those criticized
can be stimulated to increase .'productivity without additional
resources. The fact that_ Which evaluators can rite as
"best in the country- can'also be proclaimed as underfunded is clear
evidence that high productivity can be achieved, to some degree,
independent of resources.

Qualitative evaluations are handicapped by the lack of
knowledge of outcomes, especially as related to graduates.

Consultants are limited by the outcome measurements available
and may be interested only superficially in such Measures What
they aye often, interested in are programs which' have high levels of
resources, many faculty amenities, such as low teaching loads, and
special -graduate status. They are also attracted to programs
which are similar to their own, a bias which greatly distresses
regional universities, since consultants 'are usually drawn from
large prestigious institutions. Consultants may tend to stress
research over teaching and practical experience, even when the--
degree being evaluated is a professional one, They_may begin with
a skepticism that quality doctoral instruction cannot take place
outside large institutions With long histories of graduate work.



Even if there are questions about limiting doctoral education to
few "flagship" institutions' on qualitative groundsi strong argu-
ments remain for such action on efficiency grounds. Acquiring
doctoral programs is like eating peanuts institutions have a hard
time stopping with juit 'one! The consistent Pattern in many insti-
tutions-aeross-many-states-has.beemtio.use_theestablichrnent of one
doctoral program as a rationale for additional ones. The context' ,of
the times and the projections of the future suggest that this narrow
conception of institutional growth does neie- respond to the
changing needs of academe or society.
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APPENDIX

-ENROLLMENT.,AssuisolioNs'ON WHICH
THE DEMAND .PROJECTIONS' ARE BASED

Enrollment'forces and replacement needs may be considered as
the two basic determinants of del-nand'for new faculty.

The projections in Tables 1 and 3 were based on National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES) high, low and intermediate
estimates and projections of total fuil-tune= equivalent (FTE) faculty
in the United States through 1986.1 To project the South's total FIE
faculty needs, its percentage share of total FTE faculty in the United
States over the next ten years was estinuted from the NCES salary
and tenure report of full-time instruction-a! fa'' ity for 1975,2 after
two adjustments were made.

First, changes in the South's share of FTE faculty were estimated,
based on SREB's projections that between 1976 and 1986, the
region's share of total headcount enrollment will increase by one
percent froth 25.6 to 26.7. For each of the three projections, this
increase was added evenly each` ear from 1976 through 1986 to the
South's share of total FTE fadilty in 1975. sitThe second adjk to;, the South's 1975 base share of the
nation's total FTE faculty concerns changeS- in the strident-faculty
ratio. We know that the South has a lower student-faculty ratio,
compared to the nation as a who* Further; there is some evidence
that the difference has widened ginCe 1972.3 The high and inter-
mediate sets of projections assume that the South will maintain a
ratio lower than the nation's through 1986. In this case, there is no
additional effect on the region's share of FTE faculty.



The low set of projections, however, assumes that _the gap will
narrow through 1986, as the South's student-faculty ratio increases
and becomes similar to the nation's. Application of the increased
student-faculty ratio lessens the growth in the South's share of total
FTE faculty through 1986.

Jhere-are -sever1-4-reasons-for-possible-changes-irt-student- lty
ratio. First, this ratio historically has increased' in times of enroll-
ment stability or decline, and decreased whin enrollments were in-
creasing. Second, the problems of inflation, recession and resulting
budgetary constraints on institutions may be expected-to increase
the student-faculty ratio as administrators try to "make do" with
fewer real resources. Further, the enrollmentprojections include an
increase in lower division vocational and nondegree students and
greater numbers of part-time students, all of which are related to
the expected growth of the two-year sector in higher education.
Since student-faculty ratios are usually lower in these kinds of
instruction, the changing enrollment mix is likely to lead to higher
overall ratios in the 1980's. For the low set of projections, it is --
assumed that these changes will operate more forcefully .in the
South than in the nation.

REPLACEMENT FACTORS ON WHICH THE
DEMAND PROJECTIONS ARE BASED

The second major question -determining the demand for new
faculty concerns how many faculty will have to be hired each year
to replace those lost through attrition. The three major sources of
faculty attrition in colleges and universities are death, retirement,
or leaving for non-academic employment. In projecting the demand
for new faculty, the following assumptions were made for ,each of
the replacement variables.

Death and Retirement

Deatfrand fel-We-merit rates can be projected by reference to the
future age distributions of faculty. Similar age distributions were
assumed for faculty in the nation and in the South. While there is
some reason to believe that fadfiky in the region may be younger on
the average, due to the m_ ore recent,growth of Southern higher
education compared to the nation, no data were found to
substantiate this possibility. Besides, the differences, which would
lead to smaller death and retirement rates for the region, would
most likely be slight, since the South has been drawing on the same
sourcesof faculty as the nation for some time now.



In -projecting death and, retirement rates for faculty, Allan
°titter pointild out that the period .of rapid growth in the 1960s
ftsulted in -a- severely skewed age. distribution of faculty.
According to 1972-73 data from the American Council of Educa-
darn, by 1972, 42:2 percent of full-time college teachers were 40

s-614:1-b-r-younter---, while only 15.9 percent were between 55 and
70.4Had the period leading up to and including_1972 been more
stable.in terms of enrollment and related faculty grqwth, it has been
estimated that the percentages would be 37 and 24 respectively.-
Thus; because, of the rapid growth rate over the period frOrn the

eri r,
1960s through the early 1970s, the distribution of college
faculty is skewed toward the younger d with the median -age
today about seven to eight years younger than it would have been
under more stable-past conditions. Under such'circurnstances, the
current death and retirement rate would be at 1.8 percent with a
median age of 45, Instead the rate is estimated at 1.4, with the
median age of faculty at 40.5

The larger proportion of younger faculty means that the death
and retirement rates have been decreasing slightly since the early
1970s. The combined rate for death and retirement in 1972 was
approximately 1.6 percent of total full-time faculty Assuming
stable rates at which faculty.leave academe forpther employment,

- the current 1.4 rate may continue until around 1982, when it will
begin n-a rise to about 1.6 percent by 1986.

These estimates-also assume no radical change in the retirement
policies of higher education ---- an issue which will gain in impor7
tance as 1982 approaches and the new federal -law prohibiting
mandatory retirement before. the age of 70 becomes applicable to
tenured faculty in higher education. The estimates assume away the
reverse possibility that there will be a significant movement toward
early retirement. While thii is the case nationwide and throughout
many sectors of the economy, there is much reason to believe that
higher education is different, Given its emphasis on intellectual and

\less physically demanding activity, faculty may choose e? retire-
ment less frequently. O .thebalance, therefore, e death -ajd retire-
ment rate estimates are assumed to be 1.5 percent of i total faculty
throughout the period from 1975 to 1986.

These estimates are applied to all three sets of projections, given
the likelihbod that the age distribution and retirement wishes of
faculty', will not have time to change much by 1986.

Departtire From Academic EmPloyment\
The second major kind of replacement factor concerns faculty

who leave higher education for employment in other sectors of the
economy, such as government, business, industry, elementary or
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secondary education: Reasons for leaving are both vt)lun tary and
'involuntary. In the past, most departures have been voluntary.
But as faculty positions become more scarce and the competition
for them intensifies, and as administrators atternpt to build some
flexibility into their faculty staffing patternsifthe rate at which
faculty leave involuntarily may increase. I

may, be expected that of the faculty who do leave involuntari-
y, a greater proportion will be joining other sectors of employ-

ment. In the past, when the supPly-demand situation fora faculty
was more favorable, faculty who involuntarily left an institution
would likely find a position at another institution. As the future
market for faculty becomes much tighter, this option will diminish.

As stated above, most of those faculty who -leave higher
,education for other economic sectors do so voluntarily, not only

for better salary, but also for a variety of othell reasons. In the past,
the estimates of senior faculty who have left higher education fol.
other employment have fluctuated. at,7 percent during 1945-1950, 5
percent during 1950-55, 3.5 percent from 1955 to 1960, and 3.4
percent from 1960 to 1963.7 From 1963 through the late 1960s it is
likely the leaving rate did not go above 3 percent and possibly
averaged between 2 and 2,5 percent. By the early 1970s, however,
the outflow rate had probably started to stabilize and increase
again, only to be pulled down once more by the economic recession
and its dampening effects on alternate employment sectors.

seems that there is a clear association between outflow rate and
academic and non-academic salaries. The observation of past
peribds shows. that outflow increases when non-academic salaries
are more attractive than those in academe. This historical sensitivi-
ty of faculty migration rt o relative salaries may, be, expected to

,contiritieithiqugh the 1980s:

Because of the substantial surpluses of available faculty over the
number of available positions, academic salaries are likely to
remain stable in constant dollars, but decrease somewhat in rela-
tion to salaries ip other economic sectors. While the decline in
relative faculty salaries does have a basis in the past, and while its
direct effect will be to increase the rate at which senior facultY, leave
academe for other sectors, the degree to which faculty, will leave
will depend also on the economic health of the non-academic
sectors. Should the economy prosper, the relative salaries paid to
academics will decline even more and further increase the outflow
rate. Should the economy continue to lag through. the 1980s, senior
faculty might very well opt to stay in academe', even with their
static salaries. This is due to the feeling that academe offers benefits
which go beyond mere pecuniary rewards; such as pleasant



working conditions, freedom, opportunity for consulting, collegi=
ality, and greater prestige as well as capitalizing on the investment
made in the academie career. Therefare, it is likely that for the
outflow rate of senior faculty to increase markedly in the future,
there will have to be evidence of clear and_ substantial differences in

csalaries-retat-ive-to, othereeter-theeonomyAf-thes
differences do become clear, it is likely that more faculty will
choose to leave higher education for non-academic employinent.

In de&ling on the value for the leaving rate of senior faculty_
through the 1980s, most weight was given to the recent. period,
1970 to 1975. It has been felt by experts, such as Allan Cartter, that
the outflow rate di-1ring thiTS-tirriCiFibillied and perhaps started to
decrease because of the economic recession and its effects on the
non-academic employment sectors. Assuming that the present out-
flow rate is about 2 percent, a low estimate would be for this rate to
remain at this level during the period from 1978 through 1986.
Should the economy recoyer significantly, the outflow might go as
high as 3 to 3.5 percent

Replacement Demand for New Faculty

The total number of positions available for new faculty to
replace previous faculty who have died, retired,. or left higher edu-
cation for other employment resi its from combining the death and
retirement with the leaving rates. While the same rate for replace=
meat due to death or retirement is assumed for both the high and
the low sets of projections, different values are assumed for the
outflow rates. In the low projections a rate of 2 percent is used,
which represents no change over the present estimated rate through
1986. For the high and intermediate projections, a rate of 3 percent
is applied, which is an increase of a full percentage point over the
ten-year period between now and 1986. The combination of the
two kinds of replacement rates yields an overall rate of 15 percent
for the low set of projections and 4.5 percent for the high and inter-
mediate sets, these percentages to be applied to the previous year's
total faculty to get number of new faculty needed for replacement
purposes.

COMPONENTS OF THE DEMAND PROJECTIONS

Total Demand for New Faculty

The major focus of the demand projections lies in the demand for
new junior faculty or for those potential faculty who are to be
hired directly upon earning a doctorate. Total demand for new



faculty includes demand, not only for faculty who have just left
programs of preparation, bu,i also for potential faculty from other
employment sectors. It should be noted that, especially in a time of
excess supply of faculty over the demand for them, a third sector
might be included in the demand considerations thqt is the
de_roxidaor_hiolders...of_the_doctorate_iNho_Jaave_fit
graduate education and have not been employed for at least a year
in any sector. Holders Of thedoctorate Who.are prepared
for academic employment b it not able to find placement for at
least one year and who have not taken jobs in other employment
areas are felt to be few in number. While many will not fincl hKulty
positions -withina year-after- completing graduate sc`trof is
expected that most will find and accept non-academic jobs.

Demaild For New Faculty With A Recent Doctorate

As the tables show, there is a second dimension of the demar.s1
picture for .new faculty. In addition to the need for people to fill
positions from within and outside the academe, there is also the
consideration of what proportion of those demanded will have
recently earned a doctorate. Because a major focus of these projec-
tions is -on how, the declining demand will relate to the yearly
supply of new doCtorates recently leaving graduate programs, it
should be noted that this component does not include new faculty
at the doctoral level to be hired from non-academic employment
sectors. Trend information shows that the percentage of new facul7_
ty hired with a recently earned, doctorate has risen in the 1970s
from,below 50.percent to where it now may exceed 55 percent.8

In the face of the increasing availability of new doctorate
holders, compared to available academic positions fo them, the
percent of those new faculty who are hired with are tly earned
doctorate may increase even more However, there e upper limits
to this increase, in that disciplines vary as to the and and level of
preparation required or preferred. Some discip es are approach-
ing the point at which nearly all of their f ulty will have the
doctorate; other disciplines, especially th more vocationally-
oriented fields, will not find it feasible or educationally sound to
employ facultrwith the doctorate. .;

Related to interdisciplinary differences in employment of new
faculty with the doctorate are inter-institutional variations in this
practice. The most obvious variation is at the two-year level, with
its greater vocational emphasis, where the proportion of faculty
with the doctorate has been 30 to 35 percentage points lower than



at four-year institutions.9 Therefore, projecting what proportion of
new faculty will have the doctorate in the future deprids on what,
disciplines and institutions students will enter in the'yeirs ahead.
Most projections of enrollment through the 1980s see an increase in
the two-year sector, along with growing proportions of part-time,
more vocational!- -oriented students_ trends that would _likely
limit the overall growth in the percent of new faculty hired with a
fresh Ph.D.

Given this reasoning;, it is possible that the percentage of new
faculty with a new do torate would increase from, the assumed

expected through the-19,0s; but that an upper bound Would `be at
current 57 percent lev in the face of the tremendous surplus

around 67 percent. The high and intermediate projections assume
that the proportion to be hired with the doctorate will increase
evenly between 1976 and 1986, from 57 percent to 67 percent. The
low projections include the assumption that the percentage will not
increase but remain at its present estimated 57 percent through 1986.

Summary of the Demand Projections
For the, high set of projections (Table 1) IiTE enrollment is

assumed to grow by 19 percent between 1976 'and 1986. The.
South's student-faculty ratio is assumed to increase only slightly, as
the difference between the nation's and the region's is held
constant. On the replacement side of the demand for new faculty,
the high projections are based on a 4.5 percent replacement rate,
The proportion of new doctoral level faculty to be hired is assumed
to increase from 57 percent to 67 percent,

The low set of projections (Table 2) is tied to an FTE enrollment
that is projected to decline by nearly 5 percent between 1976 and
1986. The student-faculty ratio isassurned to increase at a rate
greater-than the nation's, a narrowing of the present gap between
the United States and the South. The replacement rate-is assumed
to remain at its present value of 57 percent of total new faculty
demanded.

The intermediate projections are based on enrollment estimates
resulting in a 12 percent increase from 1976 to 1986 in the South.
The assumptions for the student-faculty ratios, replacement rate,
and proportion of new facility with a recent doctorate are the same

hose used in the high set.
The actual projections, show a difference of up to 6,000 FTE

positions for each year, when one compares the high and the low
projections.

In the period from 1963 to 1970 the estimated average annual
demand for all new faculty in the South approached 12,000. For
faculty with recent doctorates the demand was about 6,000. :These_ _,



i averages compare to projected annual averages for the
period of a high, demand of 8,000 to a low of 2,300 for all _

culty frorn all emPloyment secidrs. The intermediate annual
average is 6,700. For faculty with a recent doctorate, the high
demand is projected to average about-5,200 from 1981 throu

-------1986 low -c emaii around-1,300W Wai.a-ria-The intermediate
approximately 4,300. In comparing 1963-1970 to 1981-86, the
average annual demand for faculty with new doctorates is lower by
13, 78 and _28 percent, according to whether the high,- low or
iatermediate projections are used

_

LIMITATIONS OF THE- PROJECTIONS

Regional Competition

There is an added factor which should be included in asse ing
the supply-demand situation in the South through the next ten
years. Not only will the surpluses of doctorates from other regions
be looking to the South as the last growing frOntier of academic
employment, but they may be more likely to g.et the jobs and
squeeze out those who have received doctorates from Southern
institutions: The reasoning for this 'p5umption is based in Cartter's
finding that, during a period-of greater simply, a; Process-is-started
in which the higher quality Ph.D.'s move into positions once

\ thought to be of less prestige. In effect, a kind of "bumping" action
\ occurs in which Ph.D.'s from the better institutions across the

nation begin to be hired.by all leyelsof institutipns. This _process
pushes out lesser quality faculty or potential faculty, and favors
regions that have highest quality graduate programs. While the
outh may be nearing parity with ()the; regions in the quality of

many of its gradvate prn_. -. .., iille general oUtlook is that the
rpgion will still be at sorK ,' ..-,:'z ':-.1..ge as its new Ph.D.'s begin to
compete vigorously wc,t_",,1 . 't:...,',: ...:1-7/1terparts from other regions.
The effect could represeAt a' greacei surplus of.new doctorates over
the demand for them when one looks at the South in the context of
the entire United States rather than in isolation.'

Cu6ulative Supply

By not dealing specifically with the probabiiity that,n any single
year many Ph.D.'s who have received their degrees in the past will
still Ipe looking for faculty jobs, we may hate underestimated the
real surplus in the supply of doctorates over the demand. The
supply of doctorates may be expected-to increase each year as we
move through the Eighties, nat only due to increases in the number



of new degrees granted each year, but also due to the accumulation
of doctorates from past years who have not yet foundisuitable
academic jobs. Thus, the surpluses in both the high and the low
projections tend to be underestimated in that the supply estimates
on which they _are basedunclude< only people who have earned
doctorates in that specific year.

This is not to say that all new Ph.D.'s want to become 'faculty
and that they feet underemployed in a different sector of the
economy. What will be happening to an increasing extent is that
the percent of new Ph.D.'s who go into academe will decrease.

--:-From=a=high-of-nearly-70-percent-irr the-early 1970s the proportion
of new doctorate recipients employed in academic jobs may drop to
35 or 40 percent by tie late 1970s and to less thzn 20 percent by the
mid 1950s 10 Theselricreasingly large surpluses affect not only the
new degree-holders looking for an academic job in their year of
graduation but also new degree-holders of subsequent years.

The question of how surplus doctorates can be channelled to
non-academic empltiyment sectors, such as research and develop-
ment in government, business, and industry is considered in Chap
ter 3 of this publication. It should be noted that even accounting for
these other employment sectors which promise to take up much
more of the slack in the future does not eliminate the potential sur-
plus of supply over demand for Ph.D.'s. Both the National Science
Foundation and the Bureau of Labor Statistics project Ph.D.
surpluses in the range of 20 to 40 percent over demand by 1985.11
These projections include all demand, both academic and non-aca-
demic, which is related to the traditional employment of doctorates.
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